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THE CREATIVE FIRE 1

CHAPTER 1

THE OVERTURE
A Context for Creativity as Healing

In front of the entire cast, she yelled my name and said, “Either you

dig deep, learn your lines in the next 48 hours, and quit avoiding your

creative gift, or I will kick your ass out of this theatre tonight and cast

someone else.” This was three weeks into rehearsals of my first play, and I

secretly wanted to keep the role of Oscar in The Odd Couple more than

anything – even more than appearing cool. As a child, I was very

expressive, but it all began to shut down as the fog of adolescent

self-consciousness took over. This act of tough love got my attention

though, and I worked hard, nailed the role, and found a creative home base

that has fed me deeply for 30 years. It was a wake-up call that changed

everything.

Carol Cummings, an otherwise quiet and demure high school

English teacher, had the courage to slap that lost seventeen-year-old boy

with such a deep and caring truth, that it sparked a lifelong relationship with

the theatre and the expressive arts. I’ve gone back to sleep at times over the

years, retreating from the call, but I always knew where that fire lived inside

me, and have been able to return to it for sustenance.

Along the way, I have been blessed by many other wise and creative

mentors, and The Creative Fire is my way of paying it forward. The
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following writings offer a context and a clearly outlined process for “waking

up” to your emotional and creative authenticity. No matter where you are on

the path, this program provides a foundation for accepting and navigating

feelings, while taking the risk of living a more artful life.

Whether you are a working artist who gets blocked occasionally, a

helping professional who wants to grow personally and become a better

facilitator, a person in recovery desiring another level of health, or someone

who simply wants to gain more access to your muse and feel more alive,

this will serve as a guide.

Allowing the creative process to work through us is an essential

human psychological need. Our physical health is also closely linked to the

need for creative expression. Even the skeptical medical field is awakening

to this reality. Programs at the University of Florida in Gainesville, Duke

University, and the University of California at San Francisco have

incorporated sophisticated art programs into their medical centers for both

their patients and their staffs. The Art in Medicine program at University of

Florida, Gainesville, has over twenty artists, poets, painters, and dancers in

residence. As quantum physics increasingly finds validity in spiritual

concepts, most of the other branches of science are also revealing that

creativity and the mysteries of the soul are valid areas of exploration toward

improved health and human development. Even NASA regularly seeks

consultancy from cutting edge artists.

The intense emphasis on science, technology, engineering, and

math (STEM) that has emerged over the last few years in public education -

to the exclusion of arts programming - is troubling and is driven by

corporate interests. A school administrator told me, “Our business partners

are not interested in the arts - fine, liberal, or otherwise.” There is, however,

a strong and overdue movement being led by some visionary educators to
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add an “A” (for “art”) to the acronym, and to the national dialogue on

curriculum. The inclusion of the scarlet letter creates “STEAM” which is an

apt metaphor for the heat, power, potential for change, and innovation that

creativity brings to any setting.

Creative expression is the medicine both preventative and curative

that is sorely missing from our product-driven culture. For obvious financial

reasons, the automobile industry dreaded the thought of alternative fuels

and modes of transportation. Similarly, the pharmaceutical empire is

shivering at the cultural return to traditional wisdom and holistic

alternatives. In his book Art as Medicine, Shaun McNiff writes, “Whenever

illness is associated with loss of soul, the arts emerge spontaneously as

remedies and soul medicine.”

I became a psychotherapist after several career turns, but not

because of a great concern for helping others. After several decades of

trying to avoid my inner demons, the death of my daughter, and the loss of a

marriage plunged me into an “Introduction to Psychology” that no

university could offer. But I enrolled anyway, and popped out as a therapist.

In these years, I have trained extensively in Jungian psychology and

the expressive therapies, especially art therapy, psychodrama, and playback

theatre. I’ve had the good fortune to work closely with pioneers in these

disciplines. These visionaries (and a few rare practitioners who continue to

do their own personal transformational work) have led this path of

discovery. They have offered a glimpse at what traditional cultures have

always known: expression of emotion through creative forms is a necessary

part of healthy living, not just an adjunct luxury.

In addition to a career in the professional theatre as an

actor/director/composer, and facilitating hundreds of workshops and

trainings, this book comes together after acquiring a small heap of degrees
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and certifications: Bachelor’s in Music and Theatre; Master’s in Clinical

Psychology; and PhD (ABD at this writing) in Organizational Psychology.

Despite its limitations, formal education has been another great container

for expansion. Whenever I’m not sure what to do next, I go back to school!

While this is not necessarily a recommendation, it is the right path for some.

In one of the many moments of uncertainty, an early mentor told me: “Even

though you don’t need to know exactly where you’re headed, a good

graduate school experience will expand your wisdom and choices.” This has

proven true for my growth process.

On a few occasions, I’ve been fortunate to meet with professors of

psychology who had personal experiences with the feeling body and its

relationship to soul. They were the rare exception, I’m afraid. Academia is

an intellectually protected environment where, if a feeling gets loose, you

can sometimes see an entire faculty running down the hall to chase it away,

or, if in a research setting, capture it for future analysis. Sadly, these are the

men and women who are preparing the therapists of tomorrow. If you have

a bachelor’s degree, you can become a licensed psychotherapist in about

two years – and often there is little to no emphasis placed on self-reflection.

The State of Texas has granted me licenses to counsel others and

supervise counselors, though I’m eternally amused that the most superficial

of all organizational entities (government) has the final word on who can

facilitate and supervise depth exploration. No one is really qualified to

advise another person on how to approach the very personal journey of soul

work and creativity, and most of what is really useful to me has come from

children and other wise beings who would never pursue licensure. Suffice to

say, I have focused on the topics in this book for quite a while, and will be

bold here to share some of my experience, strength, and hope with you.

One adventure took me to Mexico, specifically to Ixtlan. At first I
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thought I had magically found the mythical town of Carlos Castaneda’s

Journey to Ixtlan, but after enduring a few friendly “here’s another lost

gringo” snickers, I realized I was not the first to climb the mountain

mistakenly. There are several “Ixtlans” (it is an Aztec word for “place

where obsidian is found” which is throughout Mexico). But, after several

conversations in my limited Spanish, I found a guide that took me further

into the mountains. There I was introduced to an old woman curandera, or

healer, who traveled once a month to this small clinic to provide medicine

to the people. She graciously let me observe her sessions and visit with her

for an afternoon. In addition to finding out that her medicine consisted

largely of an intuitive, full body sense of rhythm and sound, as well as

natural herbs, I learned that she had been groomed for this role since birth.

Several of her siblings and older relatives had also been trained from birth

for this esteemed but humble life of healing. The waiting room of this clinic

was jammed with patients waiting to see her. In contrast, the other end of

the clinic, where the clinically trained staff practiced, was practically empty.

As non-traditional medicine becomes more popular in the western

world, the pharmaceutical giants may develop creative remedies, not just

for the consuming public but for their own inevitable monetary withdrawal

symptoms. A sign of the onset of these tremors may be the recent labeling

of nutritional supplements (e.g. herbal medicines) as “nutra-ceuticals.”

Corporate recognition of the wisdom of natural remedies may be a good

sign, but understanding of the healing properties of creativity has a long

way to go.

For several years back in the 90’s, I studied with a self-described

“crazy old Indian.” Chief Joseph Rael is descended from many generations

of Native American healers, and he was taught the ways of the shaman

since childhood. He truly is crazy, but in the very best sense of the word:
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rejection of linear reality as the main path to psychological health.

In one of our private healing sessions, I asked him the question that

I had spent thousands of dollars on therapists trying to solve: “What do I do

about my troubled marriage?” This simple and brilliant man, who happens

to hold several advanced university degrees, was succinct. He said,

“Dance!”

So, I participated in sacred dancing to the beat of a ritual drum –

which I can hear and feel in my bones even now. For three days, without

food or water, my inner world was up-ended. I did this once a year for five

years, and attended other traditional purification ceremonies as well. The

gifts of that process cannot really be explained. I found out, however, that

“What do I do about my marriage?” was the wrong question, and the

experience of these rituals had placed me directly into a different state of

understanding … and closer to an understanding of the right questions. I am

not suggesting that Obamacare providers include the Drum Dance as a

covered procedure … yet! But it does point to the need for a different kind

of courage to go outside of western medicine’s clinically-based box for

answers to infirmities of the mind, body, and soul.

The suggestions and musings in The Creative Fire are not presented

as a final word on the subject, or as a research document driven by clinical

trials with careful measurements of incremental mood fluctuations. Rather,

it is an outline of experiences with the expressive arts and depth work that

have been effective for me and the people who have trusted me to guide

them through their creative and emotional emergence. It is also a distillation

of the teachings of the many strange and wise characters that have shared

their experiences and helped me return to a home that I knew well as a

child: Play and feeling as a way of life. It is the prevention … and maybe

even a cure.
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My sincere hope is that this volume may serve as a guide for you to

reclaim what you have never really lost, and let go of whatever may be

blocking the full expression of your creative brilliance. Enjoy the ride, take

it at your own pace, seek support, and share your gifts with others.

How to Use This Book

1. Store it on your shelf … then meditate upon it. I have a large

collection of books from which I am sure that, through osmosis, I

am receiving considerable wisdom.

2. Give it to a friend … then watch them live creatively, passionately,

and with emotional stability.  Notice your increasing discomfort.

3. Dive into it … and this doesn’t mean you have to drop everything.

It can be a very gentle and incremental process. Or, you may choose

to dive with intensity.

On Your Own

If you want to follow the 10-week prescription, read the first two

sections (“Gathering” & “Laying the Foundation”) over the first 2 weeks.

Then take the next 8 weeks to read and do the exercises related to the eight

art-form specific chapters of the “Lighting the Fire” section.

Another option is to simply read the chapters for the information

without doing the exercises (the exercises are in the “Cooking the Feast”

appendix). Some may prefer to read the book through first to become

comfortable with the concepts, and then to go back and re-read it in

combination with the exercises, visualizations, and activities.
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With a Creative Fire Group

An ideal way to maximize the benefits of this program is to form or

join a Creative Fire group with 10-12 weeks as the suggested duration.

Weeks 1 and 2 could be dedicated to introductions, assigned reading of the

first two sections, and development of the “combo” commitments (these are

personal growth activities which are discussed in Chapter 4 and are

designed to establish and maintain balance). Weeks 3 through 10 could be

used to “check in” (verbally referring to the assigned weekly reading, and

sharing your progress with other group members) and to do some of the

chapter specific creativity exercises found in Appendix 3.

I recommend extending to 12 weeks if possible. Weeks 11 and 12

can be used for showcases in which group members take a stretch and

present a creative project or performance. This also provides a ritual of

closure for the group.
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CHAPTER 2

THE MOVEMENTS
A Radical Intervention of Art Forms

Here are a few of the creative supplements I’ve found to be

effective in battling the full range of emotional, intellectual, spiritual, and

physical ailments. The following is a short outline of the subsequent

chapters, in which we will explore the wisdoms within each art form.

Consider these suggestions as generic prescriptions, purposely

written in lower case. For example, we’ll opt for the word “art” and avoid

its capitalized and sophisticated older brother as much as possible. The

more impressive “Art” can evoke the image of a sanctified set of products

that are “great,” of “museum quality,” or are simply “real” art, whatever

that might be. This phenomenon is the origin of the virus, which is

identified by the symptomatic phrase: “I’m not a real artist.”

Authentic Movement

The phrase is a bit unfortunate as it implies that there may be some

sort of movement somewhere that is inauthentic, but it leans toward the

idea of freeing the body of constraint. In this section we’ll also move

carefully in the vicinity of the “d” word – dance. Everybody knows that this

is an activity that only years of training can perfect, only a developed mind

and body should attempt, and of course something that no real man should
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ever be seen doing. Right?

Of course not.

So, let’s use dance and movement to imply that natural skill at

which we are all experts (or were before we learned to shut down and

freeze up). Some of the most potent antidotes for the stiff body/stiff mind

syndrome are a variety of techniques that encourage reflection on inner

experience and letting those sensations lead the process. These techniques

include the Feldenkrais Method developed by Russian born physicist and

martial artist, Moshe Feldenkrais, and a few other formal schools of

transformational movement that have been developed mostly by a tradition

of dancers-turned-healers. For those of us that like a little trance state and a

natural high with our healing, these processes are very satisfying.

Reclaiming your birthright of free movement may also take the form of

dancing to loud music in the privacy of your bedroom or a variety of

exercises and martial arts techniques.

We knew movement well before we came into this world. Together,

we’ll go back, take a look at where we’re stuck, and move through it.

Sounding

This prescription has been found to help with the malady known as

“lost-voice,” or “not-speaking-your-truth,” or

“playing-small-so-you-won’t-rock-the-boat”. Vocal sounds, drumming, and

musical instruments used freely take us back to before we heard that

universal parental directive, “Children should be seen and not heard.”

This part of the process may require a certain disturbance, however

mild, within you as well as in your environment. When leading a workshop

at a conference or teaching a class, I secretly enjoy getting feedback from

neighboring instructors that we were making too much noise. Of course,
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there are appreciative and positive comments too, usually from other

expressive arts practitioners. This is one way I know we are on the right

track.

When I’m in a therapy session (whether as a client or the therapist)

and someone is in another office discharging emotion (making noise), there

is usually, at first, an inner disturbance, but then the realization that we’re

hearing evidence of healing. This usually encourages me to loosen my grip

and my expectation of how somebody else’s progress should look (and

sound).

Let’s also take a moment to unsheathe the “s” word – singing. The

mention of this natural human expression often engenders a classroom full

of swallowing, coughing, and throat clutching. Many of us have inherited,

somehow, images of singing an out-of-tune solo in front of thousands of

laughing and pointing hyenas. We all have stories about being criticized or

observing someone else being shamed about their singing voice.

Traditionally though, for thousands of years, song has been a natural agent

of connection and healing for families, communities, and nations.

This course will help you sneak up – safely – on singing,

drumming, and intentional noise-making in a way that will care for the part

of you that may need to be heard in a bigger or different way.

Drawing and Painting

Here, we are referring to the “full-body, let-it-all-go,

don’t-worry-about-making-it-look-like-Rembrandt” style of painting. Many

of us have been told by well-meaning teachers that our depiction

(especially if it was of the teacher!) was inappropriate or incorrectly

crafted. We believe the particular regimen of exercises in this course will be

an effective prophylactic and antibiotic for the perfectionism and
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over-control that can emerge from such experiences. Drawing, even

doodling, has a similar effect. There may or may not be a correlation

between psychological release and the messiness of the process, but this

seemed to be true for me. I found that painting (with acrylic and tempera)

allowed me an even stronger dose of letting go than sketching, drawing, or

doodling.

We’ll use painting and drawing as a form of full body exercise and

as a means of overcoming what we’ve been told about how horses, cows,

and controlling art teachers should be represented on paper. Painting will

bring out your true colors, and drawing will draw out your deeper self.

Clay

Another essential addition to the diet of the recovering

perfectionist/control freak is dirt. Yes, dirt. That stuff that the earth is made

of and, by the way, the stuff that we’re made of. Dr. Bill Size, Director of

the Federal Geosciences Program writes, “The chemical composition of a

rock, such as granite, is strikingly similar to the composition of the human

body.”

You can eat the dirt if you wish. When I was overly concerned with

a dirty spec on a glass or plate, my mother told me that it was necessary to

“eat a peck of dirt before you die.” Although I don’t know what a peck is or

how much has been ingested to date, the quota has probably been met. But

for our purposes, let’s use clay as a process of intentional play. Many of us

are afraid, physically and psychologically, of getting dirty. The experience

of working with clay by modeling or on a wheel can be a transcendent

experience.

Acting
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“Improvisation” is a big people word for make believe games that,

for most of us, used to be a central part of our lives. Children are natural

improv actors until the adult message of “it’s time to put away childish

games” takes over. There is a curious level of deer-in-the-headlights type of

fear that many of my workshop students experience at the thought of being

on stage. It’s usually due to an internal pressure that says we must be funny

or smart. Often there are a few participants who experience the same

energy, but they call it excitement. Seldom are people emotionally neutral

on this topic.

When it is revealed that the type of improvisation we will be doing

is about being emotionally authentic, and not necessarily funny, the

emotions often reverse. It always works out, though, and nothing can bring

more humor than truth represented accurately. In my experience (with

improvisational theatre), the discomfort of “being in the moment” on stage

seldom goes away. And, it is an excellent way to rehearse for the challenge

of stepping forward in life.

During the moments of letting go – of our “image management”

patterns – that this form of expression provides, our excessive need to look

good is brought forth, treated, and eventually healed. One of the first rules

of improvisation is: be willing to make big mistakes. When we are truly “in

the moment,” it is not possible to make a mistake in the negative sense of

the word. The concept that there are mistakes on the improv stage is a

useless notion to the actor, and it is also a useless notion for the recovering

creative.

Great art and great life experiences are born of big, divergent,

outside the box “mistakes.” The beautifully splattered art of Jackson

Pollock, the perfectly messy free jazz of Miles Davis, and the real-life

based improv work of Larry David (Seinfeld and Curb Your Enthusiasm)
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and Louis C. K. (Louis) are some 20th and 21st century models for letting it

all go within a specified format. No art form holds a larger treasure chest

for those of us who hold back (until we’re sure we’ve gotten it right) than

improvisation.

Scripted theatre also provides a container for growth. The challenge

is similar to improv but with the comfort zone of being able to rehearse and

let the role settle in to the body. A particular benefit of playing a scripted

character is that it provides the opportunity to get outside of ourselves long

enough to get a clearer look and feel of our own life experiences.

Constantin Stanislavsky and his followers developed a system called The

Method that encourages actors to derive each emotion and motivation from

their own emotional history or “sense memory.” Garrison Keillor, the

enigmatic host of A Prairie Home Companion, writes: “Don't work too hard

at finding your voice. Find the voices of other people first — people around

you, your family, the silent people taken for granted, the people who ride

the bus to work, the misfits — if you can get into the interior voice of

others, your confidence and style will emerge.”

Whether in improvisational or scripted theater, the concept of

regulating emotional distance stands out as an important healing concept.

Most of us need to stay at varying distances from our deep emotion in order

to invite it forth. Role playing is a great way to have fun and deepen our

relationship with ourselves at the same time.

The psychodramatists, drama therapists, and other applied theatre

artists have expanded a tradition of theatre games and developed a healing

technology of effective distance. Most of the explorations in this section are

derived from these forms and are designed to help bring the wisdom of

your natural and spontaneous actor more fully to life.
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Photography and Collage

This genus of psycho-social medicine is a stimulant for dead vision

and a sedative for the anxiety disorder known as “I’m moving too fast and

don’t know how to stop.” It reminds us how and why to stop and smell the

roses. The process of looking for images that appeal to us and the

combinations that move us, are among the most satisfying adult playtimes I

know. Thomas Moore tells us that “paying attention to the details of life” is

the best way to care for the soul. Photography moves us toward seeing the

nature and detail of the world around us and therefore toward seeing our

own nature more clearly.

The lens can capture emotion in a unique way. Annie Liebovitz is

one of the most famous, and unpretentious, photographers in history. She

has a brilliantly simple criterion for selecting photos for her exhibits: “If it

makes you cry, it goes in the show.”

Collage is a closely related form and is an opportunity to playfully

search for previously captured images and put them together toward a

personal statement of meaning. Besides, the act of vigorously liberating

images from magazines by ripping and tearing is an extremely satisfying

experience. A surprising number of students have identified that ceremony

as particularly memorable, which I think is due to our need to unleash

aggression in a safe way. We’ll explore collage and photography as a means

of expression and soul nurture by capturing, extracting, and presenting

some of the details of life.

Personal Art Forms

This category is the wide-open world of self-created forms. Many

of these are seldom thought of as art, but as activities that have been

relegated to a lower status than art: crafts and hobbies. Regardless, I am
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consistently blown away by the creativity, courage, and artistic brilliance of

what is traditionally written off by art snobs as merely craft or hobby. In this

school, crafts and hobbies are as holy as any other creative act and –

because of their often unique, mindful, and personal character – maybe

holier.

Here are some examples of expressive forms that have found their

way to The Creative Fire class showcases.

● Doll Makers

● Garden Artists

● Food Artists

● Furniture Artists

● Box Artists

● Stained Glass Artists

● Inventors & Model Makers

● Glassblowers

● Designers

● Assemblage Artists

● Computer Programmers

● Jewelry Artists

● Graphic Designers

● Found Art Artists

● Fabric Artists, Weavers & Quilters

Do not limit your possibilities of expression to these or any other

list. The idea here is to find the form(s) that help you to speak your soul’s

language clearly.
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Writing, Poetry, and Language

Among the later forms of expression that children bring on line are

language and writing, for these require more abstract thought. As

expressive art forms, they can provide profound relief from the adult onset

of brain chatter – that perpetual condition of overlapping, non-stop thought,

driven by an emotional rumbling below the surface of consciousness. For

children, expression of feelings is a natural part of life. This basic skill

begins to atrophy as language develops. Restrictions seep in and take hold –

and we are taught to revere the civilized, the cultivated, and the

appropriate.

Julia Cameron, in The Artist’s Way, prescribes “Morning Pages” as

the basic tool for the recovering artist. It is a daily writing rhythm that

discharges the chatter, allowing a clearer channel for the creative flow. In

this course, we will steal a bit of this philosophy (just as everyone else in

the creative recovery field has in the past two decades - The Artist’s Way

and all of her work with Mark Bryan are seminal). In addition to writing,

we will use a variety of other expressive techniques toward that end.

As our first doorway back to our creative nature, we’ll play with

writing and poetry, and listen for the muse of language to support our

creative emergence. But first, it is important to develop a foundation

that will keep the creative channel open.
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CHAPTER 3

THE INSTRUMENTS OF SELF-CARE
A Combo of Creative Health

Ladies and gentlemen, let’s welcome and introduce our next act.

This Combo of great talent has been on an extended road tour … until now!

On bass, we welcome the soul. Our rhythm section is led by the spirit.

Keeping the beat is the body. And our special guest who comes to us from a

childhood of creative freedom, and an adult life of self-care and increasing

confidence, is the soloist.

In jazz, the combo is usually three to five instruments that provide

the ingredients for improvisation. Jazz, with its combination of structure

and freedom, provides a great model for the creative life. In this section we

will create a “combo” of self-care that will clear the decks of unhealthy

clutter and bring forth your creative abilities and urges. The following

outline is the context for a suggested program of action.
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Care of the Soul - Our Emotional Bassline

Bass instruments (bass guitar, double bass) bring a constant

grounding in the horizontal roots of music by repeatedly pointing at the

basic, bottom-line note in each chord. These help us to know where the

center of the music lies. If you read across the bottom of a musical score,

you will usually be reading the bassline and most of the notes will be the

“root” notes in the chords. As with our emotions, these notes are hard to

hear, and we must listen with a very different ear to identify and appreciate

the contributions of this role. Bass instruments inform the musical combo

where their roots are, just as emotional grounding rituals provide the

creative seeker a reminder of the underlying emotion(s).

Care of the Spirit - Our Spiritual Rhythm

The rhythm section (guitar, piano) gives momentum, support,

structure and vertical possibility. These instruments provide chords,

harmony, complexity, and overtones. If you listen carefully to any sustained

note, including your own voice, you can hear many layers of other tones as

well. Three particular notes played simultaneously (a triad) create such a

beautiful combination of sounds that it has driven the majority of western

music written in the last 500 years.

Especially in stringed instruments, we are not only hearing these

three notes, but a broad expanse of tonalities known as harmonics. In 20th

Century classical music, and especially in jazz, we hear rhythm sections that

break the rules, but not without some structure. The jazz musician learns to

embrace the paradox of organization through freedom. Just as the jazz

combo can be set free by the rhythm section’s expansive use of harmony,

personal spirituality can be enhanced by regular practice of inner harmony

and contact with a wider experience – think “overtones” – of consciousness.
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Rituals such as meditation and prayer can develop an inner place of

calm from which a higher spiritual resonance can be developed. It is from

here that the true font of creativity can emerge.

Care of the Body - Our Physical Heart Beat

The percussionist keeps the heart beat alive for the whole group.

This is the most physical part of most musical groups and often can be felt

through the floor three blocks away from the performance. The body of a

drum is built and maintained to produce the best possible resonance and a

good drummer takes care of his set as if they were his children.

These days many drum heads are synthetic, but they mimic the

sound of traditional skins used since antiquity. Drum heads take the brunt of

performance. They are stretched, slapped, struck, or pounded, and the

well-crafted drum body carries the vibration.

The jazz combo trusts the percussionist to keep the physical

whereabouts of the music (the beat) evident and constant so they can create

freely. The drummer relies on the quality and integrity of his instruments.

Similarly, we need a healthy heart beat and vibrant body to engage the

rigors of the creative life.

Care of the Solo - Our Unique Gift

Emotional grounding, spiritual possibility, and physical health are

required companions on this path of living out the fullness of our personal

dreams. Now, we can allow the solo instrument deep within us to cut loose.

We each have a unique gift, and gifts are meant to be given. Martha Graham

wrote, “… and because there is only one of you in all of time, this

expression is unique. And if you block it, it will never exist through any

other medium and it will be lost. The world will not have it.” In the section
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devoted to “The Solo,” you will develop further awareness of your creative

gift and greater ease with its expression.

Any jazz solo instrumentalist will tell you that his improvisational

freedom is directly dependent on the quality of his bass, rhythm, and

percussion sections. Your creative freedom is directly dependent on the

quality and consistency of your emotional, spiritual, and physical well

being.

The Creative Fire program involves caring for your energy in all its

myriad forms. This process will involve an opportunity to increase or begin

your regular rhythm of emotional, spiritual, and physical fitness, which, in

our busy lives, are easy to neglect.

Maintaining Health of the Creative Combo

The biographies of artists are full of poverty, insanity, addiction,

and lives of extraordinary imbalance. The emphasis on this aspect of the

creative life is so romanticized that it’s easy to believe that to be a real

artist, we have to at least cut off an ear or live under a bridge for some

period of time in order to measure up. While this is a gross exaggeration,

the creative life does demand a life of feeling and a regular experience of

tension and release as we experience the paradox of risk vs. comfort. But, as

we flirt with these mysterious aspects of the unconscious, we need not live a

life of emptiness and misery to be the creative beings we were born to be.

The human body and mind need rituals to create order in the

psyche. Many psychiatric disorders illustrate this in the extreme. Some of

the symptoms of psychosis and obsessive compulsive disorders include an

involuntary variety of repetitive language and physical habits or tics. When

unconscious material finds its way into the conscious mind, it must be

contained and cared for. In psychosis and severe developmental disorders,
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the ability to regulate the flow of this energy is reduced and the human

system, with its brilliant ability to compensate, attempts to create a process

of ritual behavior for the overflow. Think of the repetition of phrases by

Dustin Hoffman’s character in Rain Man or the behavior of Jamie Foxx’s

character in The Soloist. These are extreme examples, but we all have

flavors of this in our psychic systems. If we don’t use our ingenuity to

intentionally create a set of healthy rituals, our unconscious psychological

system – which is at least as creative as we are – will automatically create a

dysfunctional set of repetitions.

Though we all flirt with the descriptions (or disorders) in the

Diagnostic Statistics Manual (DSM) as part of our personalities, we must

use care not to pathologize our personal divergences from whatever is

perceived as normal. Another way to approach these patterns is to trust that

they may well be pointing to areas that need attention. Carl Jung called

these parts of ourselves - that are denied or repressed - the shadow. This part

of the psyche retains our suppressed life force and has a tendency to create

chaos and destruction as a means of getting our attention.

Some of the most spiritual people alive are in the rooms of

Alcoholics Anonymous. Many of these folks will tell you that part of their

former obsession with alcohol (spirits) and/or drugs was an ineffective and

counterfeit ritual that needed to be replaced with something profoundly

positive. That particular brand of “recovery” involves a regular rhythm of

fellowship, meetings, meditation, as well as other generative spiritual and

emotional experiences.

The Combo Process will honor and invite the wisdom stored in the

shadowy parts of us and allow the frozen complexes (clusters of negative

messages in our psyche that keep the shadow hidden from us) to dissolve.

The Combo Process is designed to help you create a combination of
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personal rituals that will loosen the grip that your survival mechanisms have

created. By crafting this in a way that works for you and your values, you

will invite a more vivid experience of the way you see, taste, hear, smell,

and feel.

As you create these rituals, and follow through with your soul,

spirit, body, and solo commitments, you will find that your daily choices are

based less on the expectations of others and more on your desire to honor

yourself. You will have more elbow room for the life you really want to

live.

The amount of time and effort you choose to commit to this process

is, of course, completely up to you. The recommendation here will be to

challenge yourself, but not to stretch to the point of tearing yourself away

from the process.

Some may already have much of this lifestyle in place and will only

be modifying the commitment. For others, this idea of creating a pattern of

ceremony may be off-putting. Yes, I said “ceremony,” a word that leans a

bit toward another kind of discipline – religion. I will leave the topic of

religion to the experts, but I am suggesting that, even as you remember to

be playful, your work take on a sense of the sacred.

Whether you consider yourself religious or spiritual, or both, let’s

consider the realm and function of God (or the gods). No matter how

divergent our beliefs, most will agree that these are concerned with flight,

light, vision, and ascent, even redemption. Being connected to something

beyond our full understanding is critical if we want to expand our

psychological health, as those who have survived the dance with the

demons of addiction know too well.
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So, is it time for you to begin creating your Combo? If the answer is

“yes,” or even “maybe” or “almost,” then take a moment to affirm yourself

as you step further into this radical and reinvigorating world of self-care and

empowerment. In the next chapter, we will begin to explore the ground

where care of the soul is primary.
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Section Two:
Laying the
Foundation
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CHAPTER 4

THE COMBO PROGRAM

WARNING: This next section involves the “c” word (commitment) and

may be detrimental to patterns of creative blockage and feeling stuck.

Using the metaphor of Jazz to illustrate different areas of personal

growth, the Combo Program is an optional, but recommended, set of

concepts and activities. The suggestions here are directed at internal

processes as well as external actions that will help you create a more calm,

connected, and physically healthy personal container for the joyful

expression of your creativity.
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CARE OF THE SOUL

Creating an Emotional Bassline

The creative and soulful life demands that we develop a relationship

with the earth gods. They live in neighborhoods where it is moist,

sometimes dark, and where what is takes priority over what should or could

be.

The musical bassline in any piece of music is found beneath the

other notes and is a grounded, reliable reminder of the roots of the creation.

Your care of the soul will involve committed times and activities that will

help you keep an eye on the bassline of your emotional roots.

Soul Care

In this part of the course, as a foundation for being fully alive, you

are encouraged to develop your soulful life. Here you will create (or

enhance) your daily morning rituals and weekly support activities that

provide you an opportunity to upload, process, and download your real

emotions. This process is important toward clearing out a place for true

self-expression and serenity.

We teach what we most need to learn, and I am no exception. It’s

been said that if you want to know the sins of the preacher, listen to his

sermon. These writings and workshops are, in part, a way to stay creatively

and emotionally engaged. I have enormous resistance to consistency around

these concepts. This is not the lifestyle that was modeled for me as a child or

practiced in most of my adult life. But time and experience have proven that

when I follow these principles, I practically always see an increase in my

levels of joy, prosperity, creative output, and inner peace. When teaching
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The Creative Fire coursework, I participate in all the processes because it

takes my motivation for self-care to another level. Besides, I didn’t get into

this field to teach others how to play and grow while standing back to watch

passively. This work of healing and growing is a lifelong process, and I am

fully committed to engaging in this process with you.

Daily Bassline

Reflect on the patterns and behaviors that have repeatedly kept you

from living the authentic life you desire. If it applies, look at any addictive

behaviors and compulsions; these can point toward our deepest needs.

Consider your resistance to being still and the possibility that there are

emotional rumblings that need some good parenting – from you.

A daily check-in with ourselves is critical to the process and this

section will help you develop the technique that works best for you. If

experience has shown for you that writing is the most useful tool for

self-expression, then a specific amount of time or a specific amount of

writing each morning is recommended. If drawing or painting is your

channel, then you’ll make a space and time for that each morning. If a

meditation technique that allows thoughts and feelings to be acknowledged

and released is the most effective path, then this will be your morning

bassline. Explore what helps you to touch the roots of your emotion.

Yes, morning! After many years of dancing around Julia Cameron’s

insistence to write morning pages in the morning, I’ve surrendered to the

value of a first thing in the morning emotional dump! For our purposes, the

expressive channel that you use can be of your own choosing as long as a

true acknowledgment and release of feeling (pleasant or not so pleasant) and

related thought (nice or not so nice) is present. Over the years, my morning

practices have changed many times, but writing, drawing, and meditation
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have been the most effective tools. Simplicity is encouraged.

There are as many ways to meditate as there are people. Explore

and choose what works for you so that you can acknowledge and release

thoughts and emotions – as opposed to techniques that attempt to ignore the

emotional underworld altogether. If you want to create a comprehensive and

practical meditation program for yourself, The Presence Process by Michael

Brown is simple, clear, and intentionally works with feeling. In time, you

may choose to develop a morning soul bassline that includes more than one

technique for releasing and centering.

Weekly Soul Bassline

As we move to the weekly bassline practice, let us look at questions

of connection vs. isolation, as well as personality styles. In order to nurture

our creative process, a connection with others is necessary. Reclaiming our

childhood spontaneity is like reclaiming sobriety. It is a recovery program

or, more accurately, an un-covery program because we must allow long

buried parts of ourselves to come from beneath the cover of shame, fear, and

emotional numbness. This process requires a connection with others who

are on a similar path.

Most of the first half of the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous

drives home the point that recovery is hopeless without a re-connection to

feelings that can only be experienced fully in the presence of someone who

has what you want. Every person with addictive tendencies has tried to

change the behavior without support – usually many times with

unsuccessful and sometimes disastrous results. In that example, the channel

for connection is another recovering alcoholic or addict. In our case, it is

anyone who is surrendering on a regular basis to feeling deeply, and who is

committed to healthy creative living, one day at a time.
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There is a 12-step program for nearly every struggle known to man.

In fact, in many Mexican cities, there is a very popular program called

Nueroticos Anonimos which is a BYOB (bring your own battle) program. In

some U.S cities, there is a program called Arts Anonymous, which is right

down our alley here. Most of these 12-step meetings provide a

well-structured, safe environment to acknowledge our inner experience and

look at the behaviors that keep us stuck. Usually there is a no-crosstalk

agreement that gives space for expression without having to worry about

someone giving advice or opinions on what is shared. The unsolicited

advice of others is often what shut us down in the first place. Hearing others

who struggle similarly, even if the drug or behavior is not exactly the same,

can be a great release for that part of us that gets caught up in thinking no

one can relate to our problems.

The idea that my problems are profoundly different that anyone

else’s can be referred to as the “terminally unique” syndrome, and it

contains a bit of narcissistic rationalization that is very effective in

maintaining a life of isolation. In a Bob Newhart sketch on “Mad TV” (See

YouTube), he uses a less than subtle therapeutic technique screaming “Stop

it!” to the obsessive-compulsive patient. Though primitive, this directive is

suggested for all of us who isolate and want to be in creative recovery. Stop

it! An Internet search for 12-step programs will give you all the information

you need to start, or return, to that particular path.

Therapy groups are another place to find permission to share our

secrets and shadows, release trapped emotions, and find a new creative

energy for life. You can find a variety of action therapeutic styles including

psychodrama, gestalt, and others that focus on giving space for depth

exploration. Most group therapists use a combination of interactive

techniques and you can interview several to find what works for you. For
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our bassline purposes, therapists and therapy groups that focus solely on the

cognitive or behavioral processing will only be marginally useful.

If you want to take a quantum leap toward emotional

transformation, the strongest work for men is the New Warrior Training

Adventure (NWTA). The weekend experience was developed by Ron

Hering, PhD, one of the leaders of the transformation and encounter group

movement of the 70’s. And for women, it is the Woman Within weekend or

the Women in Power experience. These are formal initiations. I do not mean

formal in the black tie sense, but in the traditional culture sense. The

processes are expertly facilitated and are a contemporary invitation into an

ancient and more passionate connection to life. Additionally, these

non-profit, volunteer-led organizations provide follow up groups that

become, for many, a lifetime circle of healing and support. The NWTA is

associated with the ManKind Project International and you can find out

more information at www.mankindproject.org.

Some churches have programs that are facilitated by experienced

counselors or lay people with a gift for giving people space to feel, such as

grief groups, divorce groups, and prayer groups. As is the case with all of

these suggestions, be sure the philosophies of the facilitators and the

processes they utilize are aligned with your personal values. Of course, a

great way to get group support is to find a Creative Fire or Artist’s Way

group that is ongoing, or start one yourself (see resource section).

Those of us who have chosen this path of consciously learning more

about ourselves, others, and nature also know the nagging inner voice that

says, “You’re not there yet.” It’s not necessary to always live in that tension,

especially if it takes on a “you’re not enough” flavor. But, when we are at

our best, these angels of humility can keep us teachable and tolerant of the

discomfort as we step into the next level of growth.
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What we’re up to here is finding balance between connection and

solitude. For the introverts, an inch toward group work can stir the creative

pot, and, for the extroverts, some increased inner work may be

transformative. Balance can be defined as getting used to imbalance. For

this, we must be willing to go beyond our comfort zones.

It’s important to know how we’re built as we make choices about

our commitment to healthy solitude and connections with others. The

Myers-Briggs personality profile is based on, but not wholly consistent with,

Jung’s exploration of typology. One of the scales identifies the tendency

toward introversion vs. extroversion, meaning our innate style as related to

social interaction and solitude. I’ve always tested on the fence between these

poles, but have lived a decidedly extroverted life and have consistently

wondered why a palpable internal tension existed. My introverted side needs

quiet time (meditation, writing, drawing, nature, etc.) or anxiety and related

destructive patterns will try to take over. Anxiety can point toward areas that

need attention. Moving toward solitude and quiet may be a deep need, but

putting ourselves there may not be comfortable.

As you develop your weekly soul bassline, trust what you know

about yourself and how you truly get energized through solitude or through

process time with others. A life coach once asked me to be aware of “what

drains you” and “what energizes you.” Also, keep in mind the areas of your

life that may be out of control or out of balance as you create your weekly

bassline.
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Action Option!

If you choose to do the Combo Exercises, you can complete the

Appendix 1 worksheets for “The Care of the Soul Bassline” now

(recommended). Or, you can wait until you have completed this entire

chapter.
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CARE OF THE SPIRIT

Creating a Spiritual Rhythm

The guitar and piano parts in a jazz group keep track of the entire

landscape of the music being played. There is an expressed component of

all the other instruments in the leadership of the rhythm section. Often the

bassline and lead line are doubled by the piano or guitar and, as rhythm

instruments, they provide support for the percussive heartbeat of the group.

But the essential role they play is to outline the vertical complexities of the

chord structure or “changes.” Sometimes, especially in straight-ahead jazz,

the chords are so complex they can’t even be effectively analyzed by

traditional musical standards. There is a magic that happens, an intuitive

connection between the players that no human mind is fully able to

quantify. It can never be replicated exactly, much like spiritual or seemingly

magical experiences we have known ... the circumstances so beautifully

complex, they are virtually impossible to re-create. Just as the jazz combo

can come together and trust the rhythm section to create a musical

opportunity for transcendence, we can create a rhythm of possibility in our

own lives.

Spirit Care

This part of your ritual Combo could also be called the spiritual

rhythm section – the realm of affirmations, visions, and prayers; these keep

us open to possibilities. You may already have a prayer rhythm in place.

There are many ways to pray, but here the suggestion is a daily period of

conscious contact with a benevolent power that you see as being larger than

yourself. This may be old hat, but if you are new at this or, like me, have
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trouble with consistency, the structure will be helpful. When we embark on

boldly living the creative life, we are inherently surrendering to a flow of

energies well beyond our own capacities to manifest. If you really want to

expand your experience of living creatively, then a regular conversation

with the Higher nature of things within and outside yourself is required.

The internal messages that block us in this area are usually related

to previous religious, family, and cultural experiences that were lacking

authenticity. The Sketchpad worksheet titled “Unpacking” in Appendix 1

will help to explore the contents of the baggage we bring to this topic.

If starting a prayer rhythm feels like a really big stretch, you can

start with three to five minutes of conversation with an imagined person of

wisdom, or a place in nature, or a favorite tree, or chair, or the door knob

… whatever feels possible.

By the way, this process (conversation) need not be nice. Some of

the things I have to say to my Higher Power are not pretty. Allow yourself

to say and feel whatever is real. Also, remember that a conversation is

two-way: it implies talking and listening. Listen for a response. Like the

dead guy that complained to God that he never won the lottery, but had

never actually bought a ticket, we must listen for spiritual answers.
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Daily and Weekly Spirit Rhythm Section

If you really want to be, have, and do it all in this lifetime, then it’s

time to put your eyes on whatever it is. There are a lot of new age maxims

such as “anything you can see, can be,” and “you can realize what you can

visualize” and, as much as I cringe at these over-simplified ideas, a regular

practice of visualization and affirmation has helped create miracles in my

life. There is even some evidence in quantum physics that validates the idea

that some things come into existence merely by putting attention on them.

That’s all further validation for the power of visualization, but mostly I lean

on personal experience. That is why I emphasize it strongly to anyone who

wants to create the seemingly impossible.

As a kid, I made up songs all the time. I’ve always known that I

had a particular gift for catchy melodies and lyrics. But that gift went

completely underground when I heard it emphasized that “there ain’t no

money in it” and also because I was never exposed to an environment of

real creative possibility as a young adult. At some point, I began to tell

myself that it was just kid stuff, and I really didn’t have a particular gift.

Debtors Anonymous (DA) is not exclusively for compulsive

debtors, but for anyone who has issues with money and/or self-value. Many

of the members are artists, so the tools are creative and dynamic. One of

these techniques is called “visioning.” I borrowed this process as a regular

practice for my own personal growth, and have shared it with many

students as well. It entails articulating (through writing and speaking) the

visions for an ideal life, and they provide encouragement to be bold and to

include things that seem impossible.

On the top of my long-term list was to write a musical and to get

into a Broadway-level musical theater workshop. I was sure this was

impossible, because I did not live in New York, nor did I expect to move
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there. Several months later, I found out that Stewart Ostrow, producer of

Pippin, 1776, and M. Butterfly, had just been hired to run an annual musical

theater workshop at a local university. Okay – nice, but my shadow voice

told me that I was not a real composer, that being in the workshop was

impossible. I was encouraged to put it on my “visions” list and, after

accomplishing some short-term goals (like brushing up on my keyboard

skills), I was accepted into the workshop.

I continued to put impossible visions out there, and this led to

many late nights wrestling with melodies and lyrics. I did this each week

for another four years until, in 2000, a full professional Actors Equity

production of The Three-Cornered Hat was realized. It opened to rave

reviews in the major newspapers, with my name as lyricist and composer -

and full royalties were paid. Although financial reward was not the main

goal, there was some money in it after all.

This is just one of the many seemingly magical results of this

mysterious process called visioning. Other miracles resulting from a

focused visioning process are my beautiful and healthy daughter, my home,

my practice, and the book that you are reading right now. I have also been

privileged to witness hundreds of impossible visions come to fruition in

others’ lives.

There are no guarantees about how or exactly what the results

might be, but if our visions are consistent with our passions, and they are

somewhere close to the will of the universe, then some version is bound to

appear.
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Visions vs. Goals

Many of us were told that being a dreamer was somehow to be

avoided and a stronger focus on practical matters, like goals, was much

preferred. I am hereby making a strong stand for dreams, visions, and

fantasy as windows to what is really important to us. However, when

clarity is found through the visions process, goals can be useful allies.

Goal setting is an important supplement to the process of visioning

because it moves toward measurable specificity. Any basic sales training

can teach you the elements of the goal setting game. But remember, if the

goal doesn’t emerge naturally from a deeply held personal vision, then we

will find ourselves focused on accomplishing someone else’s goals, and

wondering why our little miseries are still with us.

The visioning process gives us the opportunity to regularly dredge

below the programmed mind and bring our genuine wants and desires into

the present. Goal setting gets us into action toward creating our dreams.

How “selfish,” right? Exactly! I‘ve spent much of my life being

“other-ish”.

How self-centered, right? Yes, where else should we get centered?

Some may say, “I should only be centered on God.” Then, perhaps,

just for this process, try to find this entity somewhere within.

Life Lines

Goals have also been called “deadlines” or “drop-dead dates.” I

like to call them Life Lines instead, a point in time when I expect to come

even more fully alive as my carefully nurtured dreams, visions, and

fantastic fantasies come into being. Life Lines should be realistic and

measurable. If the vision is to own a beach house on a tropical island, then

the one-year goal might be to take a five-day vacation to a tropical island.
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If the vision is to write a book, a one-month goal might be to sign up for a

writing class. A one-week goal might be arranging to have coffee with

another writer.

This part of your Spiritual Rhythm Section will take about 10-15

minutes each week (or more if you choose to share it with a trusted group

or ally). I recommend that you make some copies of the “Visions and Life

Lines” worksheet in Appendix 1 and work on it once or twice a week. After

a few weeks, you will see some repeated themes. And, don’t be surprised if

you see some things that you thought were important slip away.

Important: Your visions may seem grandiose, even impossible and

unrealistic. If it feels that way to you, you’re on the right track. Visioning

clears the muddy waters as you cast your line toward unknown,

uncomfortable possibilities. The Life Line (goal), on the other hand, is

more realistic and specific but should not be used as a mallet to beat

yourself with if you don’t meet it exactly. It’s simply an identified time and

place toward which to move with enthusiasm.

The Visions/Life Lines process is infinitely more powerful when

shared by/with others. If you are in a Creative Fire group, buddy up with

someone you feel connected to. It is important that you do this with

someone who can really set his/her own limited thinking aside and put

caring attention on the images without comment. This is usually someone

who is also actively engaged in visioning.

This holds true for all our creative birthings. A newborn needs

special care, so be sure to create the same safety for your art and your

visions. If you post your visions and Life Lines on your mirror or computer,

or want to display any experimental art (is there any non-experimental
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art?), be sure your environment is free of shame throwers. Even the folks

that love us most, if not engaged in clearing and expanding their own

visionary screen, will make comments, however veiled or subtle, that can

put water on your creative fire. Be diplomatic with them, but TAKE CARE

OF YOURSELF! Create a support network that is a safe nursery for your

transformation.

Action Option!

If you are doing the Combo exercises, you can complete the

Appendix 1 worksheets for the “Visions and Life Lines” and “Care of the

Spirit” now (recommended). Or, you can wait until you have completed

this entire chapter.

You are definitely on your way out of Kansas. Oz can be seen in

the near distance. Congrats!
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CARE OF THE BODY

Creating a Healthy Physical Heart Beat

The drummer keeps a clear pulse for the jazz combo. More than

any other player, the percussionist prevents things from falling apart or

breaking down by maintaining the heartbeat. Dreams, visions, and creative

forces lie partially dormant in the body, which is a further function of the

complex - that internal self-minimizing program that thinks it’s helping by

keeping us physically stuck and “safe” from creative risk. Creativity

requires movement and risk, and most of us have developed a set of

sedentary lifestyle choices that must be identified and invited toward

movement. We are the organism through which our creative forces flow

and maybe it’s time to clean it up a bit.

The United States Department of Health and Human Services

reports that two thirds of adults are overweight and half of those are

clinically obese. These factors increase the risk of death from all causes by

50 to 100 percent. The Journal of Health Economics reports that obesity in

the U. S. costs $190 billion annually for health care and lost productivity.

The Federal Aviation Administration has mandated airlines to boost weight

estimates for passengers several times over the last ten years. The U. K. has

initiated a number of well-publicized public programs to combat the

problem as well. It seems that there might be a culture-wide and probably

species-wide problem here.

Your physical heart beat is obviously critical to your survival, but

when you make a decision to live the rich life of creative health, just

surviving is not enough. The topic of nutrition and exercise deserves a

more lengthy discussion than we will attempt here, but a lower

carbohydrate food plan and regular exercise are the basics (see resource
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section). If this is an area of ongoing struggle for you, you will need

specific support. Food Addicts in Recovery (FA) or the HOW program of

Overeaters Anonymous in combination with an exercise program are

highly effective.

The concept of “dieting” is only marginally helpful just as

“budgeting” in isolation from support usually only works for short periods

of time. Words have power, and both of these words imply sacrifice and

starvation. “Budget” comes from the French for small purse, and “diet” is

derived from the Latin for a life of regimentation. The spirit of control that

is behind these ideas is what inspires great revolutions, and my inner artist

is always looking for a good uprising. In the case of physical health, these

battles are a creative way to stay stuck. Just as a “spending plan” empowers

personal choice, a “food plan” is tool that encourages rather than limits.

This positive framing is much more conducive to forward momentum

toward creative fitness.

Embarking on this creative program requires energy. Choose one of

the many food plans and exercise programs that include human support and

incorporate some version that will be a realistic daily and weekly challenge.

If this is a new world for you, have a conversation with a gym rat friend, a

trainer at your local gym, someone in recovery from food addiction, or

explore written resources on these subjects. It is not necessary to wait until

you have read all the books on the subject and have become absolutely

certain what program is best before you begin. I suggest giving yourself a

week or two and then making a specific commitment to a physical health

support program.
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Action Option!

If you are doing the Combo exercises, you can complete the

worksheets for the “Care of the Body” in Appendix 1 now or you can wait

until you have completed this entire chapter.
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CARE OF THE SOLO

The Gift

The solo line in a jazz group, if supported by a quality combo,

moves and transforms the listener and the player alike. With a plan to be

emotionally grounded (Soul), a rhythm of transcendent intention (Spirit),

and a vision of health (Body), we are preparing the way for our unique

Solo. When we care for and bring forth our personal Gift, the free and

expressive life of which we’ve only dreamed, need not be a fantasy. It is, in

fact, reasonable, practical, and very possible to manifest. Our Solo line is

the pure un-obscured expression of soul.

Joseph Campbell hit a lot of chords with his “Follow Your Bliss”

directive, which you can now find as refrigerator magnets and bumper

sticker art. Yes it is a catchy cliché, but “What the hell is my bliss?” and

“How do I follow it?” After several years of exploring these questions for

myself and fielding them from my students, I have come up with a few

questions of my own that may point toward a temporary answer. Unlike the

dramatic question in the TV show Who Wants to be a Millionaire, the soul

seldom asks for final answers.

What Is It?

For some, the nature of personal bliss is obvious and this

exploration will be a confirmation exercise. For others, this process is a

long overdue excavation that will be supplemented by the weekly rhythm

of visioning.

Don’t worry if your secret dream is to be a Broadway stage actor

and you have never acted. You need not learn your monologue and fly to

New York this week. That comes in week two … just kidding! We’ll
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continue this process at your pace and the steps will be incremental,

keeping you as far out of your familiar zone as you care to tolerate. Yes, the

road to bliss is seldom purely blissful.

How Do I Follow It?

With support! That is the short answer. The longer answer is the

one that most people are looking for in therapy, church, monasteries, sacred

traditional ceremonies, and unfortunately through the use of mind/emotion

altering substances and activities. The answer is within you – right next to

that ball of anxiety that you would much rather avoid than engage directly.

Following your bliss will involve direct movement toward and then

through your fear and excitement. Each day and week of this program will

support one or more of your Solo Lines by putting your attention on it and

committing some time.

If one of your Solo Lines is singing, you may choose a daily

commitment to listen to, and maybe sing along with, a favorite singer at

least once per day. Your weekly Solo Line commitment may be to make

two phone calls to find a singing coach. Later, it may be to go to your

weekly lesson or to choir rehearsal.

Make sure your commitment is specific and not so difficult that

you will avoid it. At first, the daily commitment can be less than five

minutes and the weekly less than ten. You can play with more than one

Solo Line at a time if you wish, but keep it as simple as possible.

The entire Combo process takes one hour a day or less. Are you

worth it? The answer is YES, whether that was your response or not. Your

creative and emotional fitness is worth an hour a day. Whatever is inside

you that tells you otherwise was handed to you by someone with an agenda

that did not include the development and expression of your true gift.
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Action Option!

If you are doing the Combo exercises, you can go to Appendix 1

now.

Notice: As you fill out the “Big Dig” bliss exploration in the Solo Combo

commitments section, you may hear some commotion. That would be the

gods dancing. It sounds like a sort of a flamenco/polka/chicken dance to

me. Your inner Dionysian rituals that were formerly hidden high in a

cranial mountain cave, have just plopped themselves down on your

emotional stage ... the birth of creativity as we know it, the beginnings of

living full out, growing up in public, and becoming the creative and

spontaneous person you've always been. Or maybe it’s just the neighbors

and their loud music again. Either way, kudos for your progress!
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CHAPTER 5

EMOTIONAL INTEGRITY
Awareness and Expression of Feelings

As we develop awareness of our inner lives, we also get to decide

if and how we want to communicate this to others. There is risk and

paradox in this freedom. To boil our emotional world down to a few simple

words, like “I’m scared,” can be both a vulnerable and powerful choice, but

it can also feel like an omission of vast inner landscapes. We will explore a

variety of expansive expressions and artistic landscapes in subsequent

chapters, including the use of metaphor and poetry. But first, let’s get

grounded in the language of feeling and clarity.

Emotional Awareness and Clarity

The language of emotional truth can be, at best, simple and

powerful and, at worst, abrasive. Many of us were not encouraged to let

others know what was going on within us, and probably have a stronger

charge behind our emotions than we would if we had spent a lifetime of

free expression. It is like a dam holding back rising waters, and we hold

back for fear of the sudden onrush … and how releasing this might alienate

others.

On the other hand, if you have found your way to a book like this,

it is no longer an option to remain in that prison. At this point, the risk of

saying what is true, or at least being very clear what your emotional truth

is, becomes increasingly worth the imagined consequences. In my
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experience, most of the folks that I want to hang out with on this path of

creativity and authenticity appreciate clear feeling language, and I have

probably alienated exactly the right people!

“I’m angry” or “I’m scared” can be given and received as a gift of

honesty. We’ve all experienced the moment when the word-dance stops and

the emotional pachyderm reveals itself.

When my marriage was ending, I joined a men’s group that

encouraged me, week after week, in strong and gentle ways, to “just say it.”

The pain was squeezing the poetry out of me in those days as I groped for a

seemingly inexpressible reality. “It seems like a mountain of pressure” and

“the world is stacked against me” were attempts to relieve the pressure and

communicate the perceived oppression. This unconscious poetry was a kind

of sustenance.

I clearly remember the first night I said, “I’m angry,” and I noticed

that no one died or called 911, as I had imagined they would. This was soon

followed by a few blasts of “I’m f***ing angry!” as the group breathed a

collective sigh of relief. The expression that I thought would alienate these

men actually forged connection. This was an important moment that

opened a doorway to some very satisfying grief. The flow of feeling had

been blocked by a wall of convenient fear that said, “People are just too

fragile to hear what’s really true.” As I think about it now, that notion

seems more condescending than respectful.

This is not to imply that strong or course language is appropriate

everywhere, but when the environment is inviting depth and our internal

dialogue takes us elsewhere, it’s worth taking a look at antecedents. These

kinds of beliefs usually have their roots in childhood fears of upsetting the

carefully balanced family mobile. I’m reminded of Jack Nicholson’s

character in A Few Good Men and his reluctance to disturb the
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dysfunctional military system with the line, “You can’t handle the truth!”

Joe Laur, an early leader in the men’s movement, said, “Avoidant

language is an act of violence.” At the time it seemed a wild exaggeration,

but with reflection it can be seen as a shorthand reference for the

species-wide problem of repressed aggression. Aggression is not, in itself,

bad. It is the much-maligned masculine power that gets things done, and it

is that powerful feminine instinct sometimes referred to as “bitch” that

protects children from danger. But in their denied form, as are all of our

dynamic energies that have been relegated to the shadow, they can become

destructive forces.

This is also the breeding ground for victim language. Although

saying “I don’t trust you” may be a step in the right direction of honesty for

someone early in their recovery process, it can also be a step in the

direction of the victim. A riskier, and potentially more powerful truth is:

“I’m scared.” If we agree that honoring each other’s humanity includes an

acceptance of the full range of emotion that exists between us, then to

withhold or hide that reality is at least a breach of contract. Further, when

we realize that this repression is at the root of most personal

misunderstandings and plays a large part in the ultimate human violence –

war, the importance of clear feeling language cannot be over-emphasized.

I see the problem and the solution vividly illustrated in my practice

when working with couples. Usually, therapy begins with an outpouring of

complaints about the other person who long ago, before years of unspoken

truths built up, was the perfect image of love. The complaints are met with

defensive comments and, as the drama that they have been enduring daily

unfolds before me, it becomes obvious that neither partner is able to hear

anything being said. They are encouraged to take a hiatus from the battle

(even though I value a good fight over passive shame rockets), and I give
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them some simple dialogue tools to express feelings and begin to hear each

other. Couples counseling can be seen as the art of helping people hear and

be heard. If they are able to also begin to validate their partner’s

experience, it’s just a big bonus. The act of sitting still long enough to put

attention on the emotional truth of another person, whether it matches the

listener’s intellectual truth or not, is a powerful and healing magic.

Many very intelligent people are broadsided by the cliché therapist

question “What are you feeling?” The response is usually in the range of

storytelling or judgment – something like “Well, let me tell you what she

did to me,” and it is seldom a direct report of the inner feeling sensation.

Because looking outward is a default protective mechanism, putting

attention within must be a learned behavior. The development of emotional

integrity is essential if we wish to align our inner truth with the way we

actually show up in the world.

Let’s look further at this idea of expanding our permission to know

our inner experience, how it lives in our bodies, and how to develop a

language that can cut through some of the fog of dealing with our humanity.

Action Option!

For a short exercise to identify feelings in the body, go to the

“Where’s-it-at” scan (Appendix 2, Visualization 1).

This is not to say that all sensations in the body are necessarily

associated with emotion. Freud said that sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.

This may have been a bit of a blind spot for the founder of psychoanalysis,

for he developed mouth cancer from all those “meaningless” cigars. On this

topic, I lean more toward the ideas that Louise Hay explores in her popular

book, You Can Heal Your Life. She contends that most physical problems
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have a spiritual or emotional root, and she points toward a need to create

more inner awareness.

The 4 Basic Feelings:

Mad, Sad, Glad, Scared

● Mad (Anger) is usually related to not getting what we want or

need. It is a secondary feeling that is usually protecting more

vulnerable emotions.

● Sad (Grief) is an expression of loss.

● Glad (Joy, Peace, Happiness) is a sense of elation or calm.

● Scared (Fear, Anxiety) is a reaction to real or perceived threat.

(Guilt, Shame, Embarrassment, and Loneliness are combinations

of fear and sadness)

If this model seems basic and reductive, it’s because it’s basic and

reductive. Most of us never really got the training on emotional

self-reflection, and, though it may seem “elementary” and “kid’s stuff,” it is

in some ways quite an advanced and difficult curriculum. There is much to

be un-learned.
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There is a popular poster found in treatment centers, on T-shirts, in

elementary schools, and some therapist’s offices (not mine) that displays

about fifty different feelings and the associated facial expression. Although

the intent is good, the content is misleading. For instance, “manipulated” is

not a feeling. It is a judgment or a projection that is externally referenced,

and distances us from our internal feeling sensation. It is important to know

and respect judgment, but there is no palpable experience of “manipulated”

anywhere in my body. That process takes place in the intellect. When we

judge that we have been manipulated, we feel anger, fear, and/or sadness.

With a moment of pause, this experience can be felt as a sensation usually

in the chest or stomach areas.

Most of the words that end in “-ed” imply that an external source

has created our situation and are not feelings. I like to play a little game

with myself by reframing phrases like “I’m bored” to “I’m boring,” which

may be accompanied by the feelings of sadness, anger, or fear. To say “I’m

bored” is to not feel the actual emotion that might move me into something

beyond boredom. Making this shift is considerably more uncomfortable,

but puts the power to change the seemingly externally driven situation in

my own court. Although it’s a subtle distinction, the combination of letting

these externally referenced words atrophy from our language and replacing

them with feeling words will bring the power of choice back into our

bodies.

Take a moment to think of an issue, person, or institution in your

life today that is making you uncomfortable, triggers you, or moves you in

some way. Turn your attention to that area of your body between your jaw

and lower torso. Notice the sensation, however subtle. Identify the

sensation, feeling, and the related judgment.
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Action Option!

A brief exercise to develop emotional awareness is found in

Appendix 2, Visualization 2, “Into the Woods – An Inside Job.”

Though I don’t think I’ll volunteer to be the guinea pig, it would be

an interesting experiment to spend an entire day monitoring our inner

emotional experience. There are many meditations that encourage stillness,

for many days, even weeks, but not necessarily with a sustained focus on

emotion. It seems that some sort of implosion might occur, so I don’t

recommend it at this point. Personally, I have trouble sustaining a 30

minute quiet time each morning. Besides, we’re not trying to over-correct

and disappear within ourselves. However, having an accepting relationship

with the diversity within us is prerequisite to accepting the diversity of

others, and developing inner peace … as well as contributing to peace in

the world. As the bumper sticker artists and Gandhi have told us, “Be the

change you wish to see in the world.”

The Gender Feelings Myth

The sitcom is a great place to take the pulse of popular culture,

especially in regard to gender. By that gauge, it’s pretty clear that men are

seen as bumbling and unfeeling dullards (e.g. The Office, Married with

Children, The Simpsons, Family Guy, Everybody Loves Raymond, Home

Improvement). It’s not surprising that most men come into this

transformation work wrestling with massive shame issues.

Women get shame from a slightly different angle. I have always

thought dumb blonde jokes were extremely hurtful. The popular acceptance

of this type of joke is probably related to some of the “I’m not smart

enough” messages that some women carry. Similarly, men have been
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programmed to believe that they are inferior with respect to feelings, and it

has devolved into a big joke. I’m sad about it because of my personal

experience and from watching so many men lose precious moments and

years of life as a result of this erroneous belief.

Another insidious piece of this propaganda is that women are the

masters of this area of expression, and that they are the only source for men

to learn these secret technologies. This is one of the most damaging

fallacies in popular psychology. Men and women are from Earth, not

Venus, Mars, or Planet Hollywood. The differences at the emotional level

are minuscule. The particular ways that we’ve been programmed

intellectually are somewhat different, but they create the same result:

disconnection from a true internal feelings reference.

Women are told to be nice, careful, sweet, and to avoid getting

dirty. Many men get these messages also but with a strong dosage of

encouragement to be tough. These over-used parental directives are useful

in certain circumstances - while visiting your old frail grandmother or in the

heat of hand to hand combat - but as a guiding philosophy for life, they

promote lack of authenticity and are destructive.

Over these decades of counseling and facilitating hundreds of

transformation workshops for men and women, I’ve seen women struggle

at least as much as men in terms of owning and articulating an authentic

internal experience. Now, in addition to burdening women with the

misleading idea that they are the relationship gurus responsible for leading

men toward more intimacy, we expect them to be the experts on fixing the

poor broken emotions of men. Let’s declare a moratorium on fixing each

other - and trying to identify what distant planet we are all from - and look

deeply within our own emotional world for a while.

The language of clarity as it relates to personal expression is a
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starting place for the walk toward creating the vivid life we really want.

Just as the painter must have knowledge of the primary color spectrum, we

seekers of the artful life must have understanding of the basic feelings we

blend to create our evolving life masterpiece.
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THE CRITIC – PART I

(A.k.a. Censor, Complex, Negative Parent/Teacher, or That Voice That Tells

Me I’m Crap)

Before we jump fully into the expressive art waters, let’s stop at the

dive shop and get a particularly important piece of gear we’ll need: A life

jacket for those inevitable moments when your inner critic will be

threatened by the process and will try to pull you down and back to a

previous stasis.

Remember, the parts of you that are in the shadow – your denied,

under-expressed self – got there as a survival mechanism. If for any reason

it was made clear to you that a certain expressive way of being was

frowned upon, that expression probably went underground. Even loving

parents, in their zeal, can devalue certain aspects of creativity in service of

“success” or “socialization.”

In Jungian terms, there is a complex of psychological material that

keeps this authentic expression repressed. We’ve already talked about the

cost of this incarceration, but what about the ongoing dialogue with these

inner characters?

These structures are aptly named; they are complex. And, it

appears that they cannot be changed or dissolved through logical means.

However, these formidable conglomerations of protective inner architecture

can often be encouraged to relax their grip through creative means. When I

bring out the drawing materials in my process groups, there is a knee-jerk

groan from the folks who have flexibility issues. Those of us who received

early messages that drawing was trivial (or worse - dangerously idle

behavior) have a moral rigidity that we must transcend. The groan is the cry

of the complex’s fingers being peeled off the handle of control. Soon,
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everyone is enthusiastically drawing representations of their inner

characters and freely blowing the cover off these worn out patterns.

Jung used the term active imagination to describe the various

internal and expressive processes that allow engagement with our various

inner characters and that can creatively coax them toward the surface.

Regarding the strategic use of active imagination, Jung wrote: “Those

contents of the unconscious which lie, as it were, immediately below the

threshold of consciousness, when intensified, are the most likely to erupt

spontaneously into the conscious mind.”

From here on, we will be in the direct exploration and experience

of creative expression. Your work in the previous chapters established a

foundation (however new or seemingly unstable) from which to launch

toward a life of contained wildness. We are nature, we are wild, and we are

trying to function in this modern and deceptively comfy zoo called

civilization.
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Section Three:

Lighting the Fire
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CHAPTER 6

THE WORD
Writing, Poetry, and the Language of Transcendence

In the Beginning, There Was Beer

It appears that writing was originally inspired by alcohol. This

makes sense because most drinkers I know, recovering or otherwise, have

stunning stories and an urge to tell them. Written language was the product

of an agrarian society and much of their concern was related to the

cultivation of grain. Some of the oldest written inscriptions, which are part

of the roots of all western language, have been found in what was

Mesopotamia and were related to the celebration of beer and the daily

ration allotted to each citizen. Whether or not the Mesopotamians were

seeking spiritual growth, their obsession with “spirits” of the fermented

type seems to have inspired a useful art form.

Plato and Socrates were in their heyday when writing swept

through Greece, but Plato was boldly against it. He thought it would

destroy the memory of people. He was right. People in his day could

memorize, on only a few hearings, tens of thousands of lines of poetry –

word perfect. Writing destroyed that ability in only a few generations.

In ancient Europe, esoteric knowledge was preserved in the form of

an alphabet system called runes and, because the Romans captured much of

continental Europe, their style of writing was also adopted. These
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developments helped us to know much about the Teutonic tribes and their

folklore. The Celts were more protective of their stories and knowledge and

chose to keep them in the memories of well-trained Druids. Unfortunately,

most of it was lost because the Druids refused to preserve very much

through writing. This is another practical reason to develop our intuition

and spiritual listening skills. Those of us who are descendents of these and

other lost tribes (probably all of us!) must attune ourselves well to the

stories inscribed in our bones if we are to know our roots.

Early writing was mostly poetic in style. Prose was used mostly in

a utilitarian way and was synonymous with “dull” or “unimaginative.”

Today, prose is writing distinguished from poetry by its greater variety of

rhythm and its closer resemblance to the patterns of everyday speech. The

word prose actually comes from the Latin prosa, meaning straightforward.

So, here we are today, chronicling our thoughts and feelings - our

entire history as a species - based on the literary developments of a bunch

of imbibers … and this, against the advice of one of history’s greatest

minds. With that as a dubious encouragement, in this next section we’ll

consider our emotional relationship with writing and language.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poetry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhythm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
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Poetry

We explored the basic feelings so that we can speak with emotional

clarity. The other side of the paradox calls us toward a more poetic

language that goes beyond simple labeling of the physical sensation and

articulates a more expansive sense of connection. Sometimes saying “I’m

sad” just doesn’t get it. There is nothing more satisfying for the writer in us

than that moment when we find the right story, metaphor, symbol, or turn

of a phrase that truly expresses our personal experience.

Poetry is another word that has been raised like an untouchable

challis to the beauty gods - only to be gazed upon by the advanced literary

eye. Actually, the word comes from the Greek for “something made.” If

you need permission from somewhere to be a poet, then poof! It’s yours.

You are now free to be a poem-maker.

Checking In

Finish these sentences:

Poets and writers are …

My poetry is …

My writing is …

Knowing our biases – both positive and negative – will be helpful on the

path to more freedom.
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Story Poems

Storytelling is another sword with two paradoxical edges. In The

Forum, a descendant of the EST personal empowerment programs created

by Werner Erhard in the 70’s, they encourage participants to “get off the

story.” The wisdom being that we can get stuck in our old stories which can

impede our growth. But why are our stories so compelling? Why do we

hold on so tightly to how we are and how we got this way? Perhaps

because our stories are emotionally satisfying. They are deeply ours. When

we find one that seems to explain our reality, we “stick” to it.

I have several juicy stories that explain all of my ongoing struggles,

mostly concerning the perceived limitations of my blue collar background.

Although my attachment to these tales may not be helping me grow beyond

them, it points to the power that narrative has to engage us. Our stories

must be told, and we’ll let go of them if and when it’s time – and not

before!

A good storyteller can weave us right into the feeling fabric of the

tale by pulling the threads that relate to universal and archetypal themes.

The proliferation of the Moth storytelling gatherings, the success of the

StoryCorps project, and the viral popularity of certain TED talks are ample

evidence. Especially when the story is genuinely connected to personal

experience, it can be a magnetic invitation to feeling for the witness, and a

uniquely satisfying experience for the teller.

Here are a couple of narrative poems:

There Were No Other Houses There for Miles

It was late at night on a winding road

when they topped the hill and saw the trailer

burning in the middle of a field—flames
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rolling blue in its broken windows, heat

shaking the trees above its roof in wide

circles against an orange wall of smoke.

There were no other houses there for miles,

only the long gravel driveway leading up

to a swingset and a motorcycle parked

at the foot of the cinderblock steps.

“Don’t,” he said when she

touched the brake, and so they didn’t stop.

The next afternoon, while they ate lunch

in a diner several counties north,

she was careful not to read the papers.

Young Smith

Squirrel Problem

I watch a squirrel get run over by a car on my walk to work. She is lying

dead in the street and still has an acorn in her little hands. I am amazed at

how she is able to hold on to her acorn after being tumbled like that, after

bouncing so high off the street. I walk over to the squirrel and see that her

face is blown to bits and looks like uncased sausage spilling onto the

asphalt. But that acorn is still so tight in her hands. I pick her up by her

tail, take off my dress shirt and swaddle her in it, then put her in my bag. I

know right where she is as I walk into work, everybody looking at me,

everybody asking me about my shirtlessness. The world is as steady as if it

were sewn into the skin of the universe.

Zachary Schomburg
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Image Poems

Sometimes we open a channel that is less linear than a story. The

words paint a picture or describe an evocative image.

There's a certain slant of light,

Winter Afternoons --

That oppresses, like the Heft

Of Cathedral Tunes.

Emily Dickinson

Early December in Croton-on-Hudson

Spiked sun. The Hudson’s

Whittled down by ice.

I hear the bone dice

Of blown gravel clicking.

Bone-pale, the recent snow

Fastens like fur to the river.

Standstill. We were leaving to deliver

Christmas presents when the tire blew

Last year. Above the dead valves pines pared

Down by a storm stood, limbs bared . . .

I want you.

Louise Gluck
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Comparative Poems

Deep feeling breeds metaphor and simile. Over and over I’m

amazed at the poetry that pours out of my clients when the emotional pain

gets so intense that casual words won’t do. Desperate communications like

“I’m in a cage” and “This guilt is like carrying the weight of the world” not

only point directly to the psychological work that must be addressed but

bring relief simply through their expression.

When I supervise therapists and facilitators, I encourage them to

“listen for the metaphor.” A participant might tearfully say something like

“It’s as if I’m in a pressure cooker” or find a variety of other poetic

attempts to be understood. Often an inexperienced but well-meaning

facilitator will continue to ask questions that invite intellectualization, like

“why?”, rather than to allow the opportunity to descend into the perfectly

articulated pain. Comparative poetry can be an act of beautiful desperation

driven by a need to “get to the bottom” or, in the case of joy, “the top” of

our personal experience. It is a learned skill to invite our discomfort to the

fore so it can be released, and to hold that space for others to do the same.

Metaphor is an open window to feeling.

Bring me my bow of burning gold!

Bring me my arrows of desire!

Bring me my spear!

O clouds unfold! Bring me my chariot of fire!

I will not cease from mental fight,

Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand,

Till we have built Jerusalem

In England's green and pleasant land.

William Blake
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The Wound

The shock comes slowly

as an afterthought.

First you hear the words

and they are like all other words,

ordinary, breathing out of lips,

moving toward you in a straight line.

Later they shatter

and rearrange themselves. They spell

something else hidden in the muscles

of the face, something the throat wanted to say.

Decoded, the message etches itself in acid

so every syllable becomes a sore.

The shock blooms into a carbuncle.

The body bends to accommodate it.

A special scarf has to be worn to conceal it.

It is now the size of a head.

The next time you look,

it has grown two eyes and a mouth.

it is difficult to know which to use.

Now you are seeing everything twice.

After a while it becomes an old friend.

It reminds you every day of how it came to be.

Ruth Stone
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I have always had trouble remembering the difference between

simile and metaphor. A simple way to remember is that the phrases that

lead to the expression of a simile are “it’s as if …” or “it’s like ….” A

metaphor is a sort of condensed simile omitting the “as if” and “like.” The

distinction is useful in this exploration of reduction and expansion of

expressive language.

Poetry is fun to play with and, because of its ability to evoke a

breadth of experience in a few words, writing it down can be a channel of

expression that is deeply healing and satisfying. The ability to contain

feeling on paper and take a deep drink whenever we choose is a fine luxury.

This is probably one of the reasons why Plato lost his battle against it. The

pursuit of pleasure is a formidable foe!

Action Option!

You will find several exercises in Appendix 3 that invite you to create story,

image, and comparative poems. Have some fun with it.

Prose

Traditionally, prose aimed at being informative and accurate. Writers in this

broad category strove to use the simplest language possible to express their

points. But in storytelling, prose takes on many forms that can suggest

different moods and ideas. A thriller often consists of short, punchy

sentences made up of equally short words, suggesting very rapid actions to

heighten the effect of a fast-moving plot. Conversely, longer sentences can

be used to slow down the action of a novel. Prose gives us the freedom to

expand our clarity of expression, modulate the rhythm of our ideas, and, as
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a descendant of poetry, can contain many descriptive and artistic elements

as well.

A good way to prime this pump and keep the creativity flowing is to start a

journal writing discipline (or enthusiasm). If you have not begun this

practice, consider that now is a good moment to begin a regular warm up

and maintenance for your creative expansion.

Action Option!

The Daily Dump

The basic tool for keeping the emotional and writing channels open is a

time-limited or page-limited daily routine of purging; three pages or a half

hour every morning of writing – in long hand. If you are only able to bring

yourself to do this on the computer, that is okay, but the fluid aspect of the

pen, and the fact that it is physically connected to your hands, arms, and

body, is more conducive to emotional access. Use the daily dump to list

your worries, tasks, resentments, and gratitudes. This process will give you

a fresh start to your creative day. The writing is for you only and should not

be edited or judged in any way. Resist the urge to go back and read the

pages until after several weeks of regular entries. Journaling may be the

best tool for staying unblocked. Give it a shot.

Our personal style of verbal and written communication is part of

the masterpiece that we are becoming, or returning to. As we filled our

suitcases full of life experiences, we packed away combinations of

language that fit us well and perhaps some that were better suited for

someone else’s wardrobe. As discussed in a previous section, clear
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language can help us create the lives we long for, just as our unconscious,

vague, disempowered expressions can keep us stuck. On the other side of

the coin, many of us have lost the innocent permission to be playful and

artful with language in pursuit of being practical. The permission to explore

the infinite world within us through poetry and story writing is another

birthright that it is time to reclaim.

Language and writing are unique human gifts. They can be a direct

channel for the Divine to manifest in our lives in a particularly satisfying

way. Perhaps because it is a form of expression that comes on line later in

childhood, writing is a strong bridge between our mature adult artist and

that wide-eyed expressive child.

Action Option!

See Appendix 2, “Into the Woods – Going Home to the Word,” for

a visualization to reclaim your inner poet and writer.

See Appendix 3 for some fun writing exercises:

● Hearing Voices

● Spider Writing

● Essential Correspondence

● “Mything” Yourself
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The Combo Weekly Update

If you are using the Combo process, complete the following.

1.  Re-write this week’s affirmation:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: I am a fun, wild, and powerful writer.)

2.  Identify a Combo commitment victory:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: Attempted prayer each day; shared visions with ally; two times
to the gym.)

3.  Identify your biggest Combo challenge:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: Following through with phone calls to a producer.)

4.  If I were to take this challenge, it would serve my artist child within by
:
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: She loves to have her songs and writing enjoyed by others.)
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5.  My Combo stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this week is:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: Two calls to publisher and a producer, write two hours/day)”

6.  Other strong feelings/thoughts:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
(Example: Angry about “having to” make phone calls; excited about
writing projects)
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CHAPTER 7

THE IMAGE
Photography, Collage, & Paying Attention to the Details of Life

The Picture of a Feeling

The camera gives us instant ability to capture the beauty, expanse,

and details of life. These images can articulate meaning in a way that other

forms cannot. There is a poem by Brian Andreas that I keep displayed in

my office that says it all:

She said she usually cried at least once each day

not because she was sad,

but because the world was so beautiful

and life was so short.

The photographer within understands this sentiment clearly. A

related pleasure is the act of arranging these pictures, sometimes with

words and other materials, to articulate yet another level of truth and beauty

– collage. This section will point to the unique pleasures and wisdoms of

photography and collage, and hopefully give you some permission to enjoy

the adventure.

Checking In

How would you spontaneously complete these sentences?

Photography is …

When I think about taking photographs, I feel …
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Putting images together seems …

Notice if there is a theme in your responses.

True Chemistry

In 2009, Kodak stopped making Kodachrome film. An NPR special

interviewed several photographers who were in genuine distress about this

casualty of the digital age. The songwriter and apparent prophet, Paul

Simon, must have seen it coming with his 70’s hit, “Kodachrome”:

They give us those nice bright colors

They give us the greens of summers

Makes you think all the world’s a sunny day, oh yeah

I got a Nikon camera

I love to take a photograph

So mama don’t take my Kodachrome away!

As a red-green colorblind guy, the subtleties of color are a bit lost

on me, but even I can appreciate that unique vibrant quality. There is an

inexplicable feeling tone to some of those pictures in my mother’s photo

album from the 60’s and in the famous National Geographic cover of that

green-eyed Afghan girl from the 80’s. But, as some photographers have

pointed out, the ever-expanding ability of digital technology has given

much more to the form than it has taken away.

Image-capturing has been around since the 4th Century B.C. at

which time Euclid and Aristotle referred to a pin-hole “camera” or camera

obscura. Throughout the subsequent centuries, there are many descriptions

of the development of photochemical technologies. After all, what is more

natural for the curious artist/child/scientist than mixing stuff and seeing
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what happens, especially if it might explode or make pretty colors?

The first known actual photo is from the early 1800’s and is

actually a picture of a painting. The art form was mostly in the hands of a

small group of scientists and artists until, in July 1888, Eastman Kodak’s

camera went on the market with the slogan "You press the button, we do the

rest.” The explosive result can be seen everywhere. Probably, if you look

around your environment right now you will see a captured image of some

kind. Unfortunately, the love of the image is sometimes taken to the

extreme. If you are in Houston, Texas, for example, you can drive for days

without seeing the horizon, due to billboard imagery (and a severe lack of

urban planning).

The human desire to speak the language of image is ancient, and

we are fortunate to live in an age that affords practically all of us access to

the alchemical world of photography.

PHOTOGRAPHY

The first few times I let myself go on what I call a “photo

adventure” - time set aside to just explore and shoot - I was afraid. I worked

really hard to get it just right. The unconscious need to capture all the lost

moments of my life and a sense that the chance may never come again,

created a sort of internal competition. Photography has been a lot like the

game of golf for me. The occasional quality shots keep me in the game

between frustrating periods of perceived mediocrity and self-judgment.

Several years ago on a trip to Colorado with a professional

photographer friend, I took lots of pictures under his tutelage. I learned

much about life and a little about photography. My friend also took lots of

pictures, but he did not seem to worry about finding the perfect moment or

image. After three days and many roles of film (he only seldom goes
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digital), I felt curiously awake in a way I’d never known, even though I had

the sense that there was nothing spectacular about any of the shots I had

taken.

On the way down the mountain on the last day, a coyote posed

himself on a rock above us and I snapped the perfect picture just before he

fled the scene. It was exhilarating, especially as I imagined the product that

I would get framed. Upon returning home and developing the film, the

coyote, in true form for a trickster coyote, had disappeared. He was not in

the photo. He is however still perfectly in my mind’s eye. I’ve come to

know that the activity of hunting for an image is at least as valuable as the

capture. It is nearly impossible to take pictures without a certain raised

excitement – an increased vividness in the attempt to find and honor a

moment.

We seek love, beauty, money, material goods, and affirmation – all

of which are attempts to have a true experience of being alive. The succinct

cry of the Sixties, “Be here now” captured this well. Whether we are aware

of it or not, or effective in the pursuit of it or not, it is in our deep nature to

seek feeling and connection in this moment.

Photography gives us permission and a reason to pay attention to

what we see right now, and how we are moved by it. Holding a camera

literally gives us something physical to hide behind while something

metaphysical coaxes us toward the divine. Producing and reflecting on a

meaningful picture is a unique pleasure that acts like a carrot on a stick for

our inner spiritual adventurer. The process of hunting for a moment and an

image by following the scent of our emotional connection to the world is

what lives underneath the mystery of this art form.

There is an eager child in you aching to explore. The infant gazing

into the face of the gods (parents), the toddler intensely focused on simple
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storybook images, the young child fascinated with the shapes, colors, and

the movement in a square foot of grass … all are within us.

One of the encouragements to beginning photographers is to take a

lot of pictures. Not only will this give you many to select from, but it is an

experience of being excited about the images of life without needing to be

practical or to “get it right” every time. When we explore freely with a

camera, it is an opportunity to bring our seeing and our feeling together.

The digital age has made this game much easier and cheaper to

play. We can scroll and select the images we want to keep, and then delete

the ones we don’t need. For our purposes, the kind of camera you use is not

important, but if you have access to a variety of equipment, explore and

experiment. And don’t get stuck on the mechanics or the pixel count! Also,

have fun with close-ups. These can draw you into the child-like world of

detail and unique perspectives.

Most importantly though, take lots of pictures!

Action Option!

Appendix 3 offers several photo expeditions called “Recess! Photo

Safaris.” These are designed to invoke the child in you who was

unabashedly consumed by images.

COLLAGE

Combinations of images can make strong and unique statements.

Collage gives us the opportunity to bring a variety of forms together to

create a sort of journal entry with images, words, pictures, color, and

figures.

Noticing the images that move or attract us and finding ways to
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connect them in an enjoyable way is an ancient means of communication.

The 16,000 year old renderings in the caves of Lascaux, France and the

elaborate hieroglyphics and symbols of the Egyptians brought images and

symbols together to tell important cultural stories. The artists of the day

used the materials at hand to combine the most vivid expression of their

collective sense of the past, present, and future. Today, with access to a

wide variety of materials, collage can be a uniquely useful approach to the

expression of our personal visions.

Action Option!

See Appendix 2 for a visualization entitled “Into the Woods –

Going Home to the Image.” And go to “Recess! Collage Safari” in

Appendix 3 for a suggested format on collage-making.
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The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly update.

1.  Re-write this week’s affirmation: _________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
(Example: I am a brilliant and fun image seeker and photographer)

2.  Identify a Combo commitment victory:
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
(Example: Wrote every day, called a publisher)

3.  Identify your biggest Combo challenge: ____________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
(Example: Exercise)

4.  If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child within by: ____________

_______________________________________________________________________
(Example: I’d have more energy)

5.  My Combo stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this week is:

________________________________________________________________________
(Example: I’ll get to the gym 3 times this week)

6.  Any other feelings/thoughts:______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
(Example: I’m angry that I don’t take enough time to play)
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CHAPTER 8

THE ACT
Theater, Drama, & Living Spontaneously

Stages of Feeling

The world of theater provides a wide range of juicy opportunities

to awaken our playfulness and find deeper meaning in our existence. The

scripted theater is a doorway to the exquisite tones of beauty that emerge

from the process and the product of a well-crafted, well-rehearsed stage

play. The dynamic world of improvisation can create life-changing

transformation that only comes from the expression of spontaneous truth.

Theater brings voice, movement, language, music, and art together with

story into a rich and alchemical cauldron of possibility.

Checking In

How do you spontaneously complete these sentences?

Acting is …

When I think about acting, I feel …

When I think about learning a script, I feel …

When I think about doing improvisational acting, I feel …

Actors are …

My acting is …

Any surprise answers?
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Prayer, Pretense, or Play?

Religion and theater have been in a bad marriage since the

beginning of time, but even troubled relationships can procreate beauty.

The history of theater is an example that traces its roots to ritual enactments

to the gods. Western theater as we know it began when the Greeks decided

to take the drunken Dionysian rituals that were being enacted in the

mountains and formalize them into grand public dramas.

The Romans were more focused on war and broad comedy than

religious matters. Audiences were so boisterous that many of the roots of

pantomime and stock characters were developed to overcome the rowdy

throng. Theater in medieval times was, as was most of public life,

mandated by the church. Doctrinally directed forms such as morality and

mystery plays were extensions of church control. There are many examples

in English theater history of one denomination attempting to stamp out the

other through royal mandates of the theater. There was an 18-year ban on

theater in London in 1642-1660 which saw the destruction of Shakespeare’s

Globe Theater (a replica was rebuilt on the same spot in 1996.)

In 16th Century Italy, a unique theater form called Commedia

dell’arte began a tradition of bare-bones improvisational theater. It stayed

mostly under the radar of the church for about 200 years by remaining

non-professional and was only performed in private settings.

All the extremes of creative expression have been tried and

challenged by subsequent iterations of theater from the cross-dressing of

the renaissance to the strict decorum of 18th Century neoclassic theatre. A

tradition of realism and experimentalism has dominated theater over the

last two centuries, with American theater being on the cutting edge. Just as

jazz represents a uniquely American musical art form, the musical theater
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tradition follows the same trailblazer spirit in the theater.

Though it may seem that theater is in divorce proceedings with

religion, we only need to look at TV evangelism to see what can only be

described as a passionate affair. I have attended a few of Joel Osteen’s

(Lakewood Church) performances and, although the spiritual message is

truly inspiring, the theatrical production qualities are nothing short of

Broadway, Las Vegas, or the spectacular Cirque du Soleil phenomena. I

played basketball weekly for about ten years with Joel at a local YMCA

before his father left him the Mega Church. He is one of the quietest and

most introverted people I have ever met. I am astounded when the lights go

up (as you, me, and millions of others can see), a dynamic and passionate

part of his character emerges that could not have been possible without the

magic of theater.

It makes wonderful sense that our species would use role play in all

its forms to try to understand ourselves and our place in the universe. We

are fortunate that the practice is not reserved solely for trained theater

professionals and enthusiastic clergy. The tradition of self-realization

through enactment is ancient, effective, and (as any child under 8 will

gladly show you) available to all of us in every waking moment.

Not So Close

The popular and academic literature on acting, drama, and theater

loves the question: “Is it real or is it just an act?” I have spent more time in

the world of the stage than the other art forms, and I have come to a firm

and clear answer: Absolutely Yes … and unquestionably No!

The emotional and hedonistic ritual enactments of the ancient

Greeks that were related to the god Dionysus were a way for the people to

bring deep feeling and meaning together through ritual. These ceremonies
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were not just for the few people identified as the actors; they were regular

community choices to enact the shadow. These were opportunities to bring

forth the energies in the personal and collective unconscious that tend to get

set aside in everyday life. In this ritual setting, important mythologies,

feelings, and visions could be acknowledged, enacted, and released. Were

these expressions real or an act? I was at a Greek festival recently, and I

could not find anyone who could remember a time before slovakis and

baklavas but I’m committed to continuing the search for someone who was

there in 8000 BC when it all got started.

Consider those other “high-falutin Greeks” (a reference from

Meredith Wilson's The Music Man) who brought the ceremonies down the

hill to the masses and created the beginnings of scripted theater as we know

it today. These early plays were designed to be observed and to induce

emotional discharge or catharsis in the audience. Is that a collective choice

to be more real or less real?

And what about the elaborate and tearful charismatic Christian

theatrical build-ups with the faithful heaving and wailing as they collapse

to the floor reporting miraculous healings? Real or act?

Or the psychodrama participant enacting a scene from a childhood

abuse, screaming and crying out a pain gathered thirty years earlier. Real or

act?

What about the more emotionally conservative Christians enacting

quiet, solemn rituals where the feeling is more personal and unexpressed?

Real or not?

Consider the innovative community of healers (led by Harvard

graduate and former professional clown, Jonathan Fox) who created a form

called Playback Theatre, in which the actors perform stories on the spot for

the person who actually experienced it. This is often performed in a public
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forum as the real-life protagonist watches with everyone else. Definitely

less real than playing the role of yourself in a direct psychodramatic

enactment of your own story, right? Maybe not.

When I first heard about Playback Theatre, I was intrigued. It

seemed to be a perfect intersection for my primary interests: theater and

personal growth. I signed up for a day-long workshop and spent the first

half of the day with a body full of “act hunger” and a hopeless sense of

inadequacy. I was sure that my fear could not be managed adequately in

order to truly represent someone else’s deeply held memory.

Toward the end of the day, I was chosen to play a best friend who

was long estranged from the teller. As I listened carefully to the story, I

frantically tried to remember every detail so that I could get it exactly right.

When the conductor (facilitator) said, “Let’s watch,” which is the cue for

the improvisational playback of the story, the terror rushed through me ...

and then left as I was forced out of my racing thoughts and into the moment

and into my body. All I had at that moment was the sensed memory of my

own loss of friendship experiences.

At that point, these personal memories had been mostly unexplored

and came through me as a sort of instantaneous slide show of feeling. The

pressure of the ritual and the strong desire to honor the teller’s story moved

me toward my own story. Although I may or may not have articulated the

exact details of the teller’s experience, the depth of meaning about lost

friendship had come into me and into that place in a way that I will never

forget.

At the end of the enactment, a long moment of silent tearful

connection descended upon the teller, myself, and everyone in the room. I

have reflected many times since then that I felt more authentic in those few

minutes than in most of my real life.
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Maybe the question of whether it is real, or not, is less important

than the question of vividness of experience. One way to see the varied

forms of enactment is as a technology of emotional distance. I cannot count

the number of men that have reported to me that their first adult tears came

while watching films such as Field of Dreams and Braveheart. We can all

conjure up memories of being moved to tears of grief or joy as a witness to

a performance of some kind. Whatever the circumstances, the distance

from your own story was adequate to give you the freedom to feel.

The degree to which we are able to integrate the loosening of our

emotive soil depends on an infinite set of environmental and internal

variables, but the movement itself is determined by our ability to stand

back far enough to feel and see below the surface of our defenses. The

different forms of theater offer unique opportunities to bring our unfolding

personal stories together with the Big Story. On the one hand, the

possibilities are potentially transformational; on the other hand, they are

entertaining and fun.

Warming Up

In the non-scripted theater, the idea of creating a spirit of

spontaneity is essential. A good comic will begin the routine with a series

of intentional choices that at least reveal the style that can be expected. The

audience can then drop a bit of the mystery about how much psychic

protection will be needed to enjoy or endure the comedy.

A comic improv troupe will begin the evening with simple games

between the actors that model risk-taking. The risk here is usually not just

about revealing personal material, but being willing to risk looking silly: a

huge concern for most of us. Then the actors facilitate a progressive
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invitation for participation from the audience.

The improv guru, Keith Johnstone identifies the blocks to

spontaneity as fear of being un-original, fear of being crazy, and fear of

being obscene. The new-age Christian A Course in Miracles suggests that

there are only two states of being: fear or love. For our creative emergence

purposes, we can see it as fear or freedom. Jonathan Fox refers to this kind

of freedom as the Four Signs of Spontaneity. They are: vitality,

appropriateness, intuitiveness, and readiness for change. The rules that

govern the improvisational stage may also be a recipe for a spontaneous

and vibrant life.

The beginning of a Playback Theatre performance is similar to

comic improv with the notable exception that the actors reveal personal

experiences and feelings. The performing company of actors has usually

spent hours, weeks, perhaps years together sharing their own stories, and,

when possible, they have spent the previous hour backstage relaxing into

their ability to be authentic. Members of the audience are then invited to

reveal themselves (stories or moments from their lives) as their personal

and group sense of safety increases.

Another applied theatre form, psychodrama, where there is already

a clear agreement about the self-revelatory nature of the space, also

requires a carefully designed sequence of warm-up exercises to get started.

Even on the other end of the distance spectrum, the scripted theater,

there are important elements of warming up. Although the fourth wall (the

imaginary separation between audience and the actors) is seldom

deconstructed, the performance can be more palpably portrayed if the

actors are “warmed up.” If the cast is committed to bringing their full

bodies, minds, and hearts to the roles they are playing (in collaboration,

ideally, with a director who is self-aware and has true leadership skill), the
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rehearsals will have a spirit that allows some focus on the personal. This

may be an informal permission invoked by the director, or it may take the

form of some loosening up games at the beginning of rehearsals (as well as

before performances). Admittedly, this is as tricky as it is rare.

I was in the original cast of the Maury Yestin and Arthur Kopit

production of Phantom. After a couple of national tours, it is now seldom

produced in the states, but popular in Europe. It is a much deeper, wider,

and more beautiful response to Leroux’s novel than the well-known flashier

version. At our first rehearsal, the managing director gave a little speech to

the cast which I later learned was his canned “put ‘em in their place”

speech. It went something like this: “Let’s be clear right now about the

order of importance here: the show, the cast, and lastly … you. Everybody

got it? Great.”

I remember a sense of pain about the dismissal of my/our personal

humanity and, at the same time, the comfort of being clear that I was not

going to have to be real in this environment. Also, I felt relief that we

would be putting all of our attention on creating a flawless product.

When Yestin and Kopit arrived, the spirit changed. They both

brought permission for another level of beauty and a genuine interest in the

feelings and lives of the cast. This show was their child - they wanted to

know whose hands it was in. As veterans of the Broadway and

off-Broadway worlds, they knew the difference between what it takes to

create an intimate, dynamic, moving piece of theater and a big, flashy

extravaganza. Phantom is both!

The managing director was tasked with being sure this

multi-million dollar production was perfect. The writers wanted the pain

and beauty inherent in the piece to come through the actors. I have come to

see the product vs. process paradox of the scripted theater as the same one
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that I am called to hold as an artist and as a human.

There is room for this idea of emotional warm-up even in the

product-driven business of the show. Some of it is inherent in the form: the

choice of lighting in the house (the auditorium) before the show begins, the

pre-curtain speeches, the program notes, the music, the curtain rising, and

the opening lines. These rituals, when handled well, create an invitation to

the audience to suspend the everyday reality agreements in order to be open

to an environment of possibility. The psychodramatists call it surplus

reality. In some shows, it’s a regular practice for the actors to gather and do

some loosening-up games to bring their bodies into their roles and to foster

connection within the ensemble. Anything that resembles personal sharing

is rare however. Though good acting demands at least moderate comfort

with the emotional interior, most actors are extroverts. A tendency toward

an external focus is a default mechanism.

Action Option!

See Appendix 2, “Into the Woods – Going Home to the World of

Pretending” visualization and Appendix 3 for “Recess! Theater Games &

Warm-up Exercises for Individuals and Groups.”
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The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly
update.

1.  Re-write this week’s affirmation:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
(Example: I am a bright, creative, spontaneous actor)

2.  Identify a Combo commitment victory:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
(Example: I wrote every day, meditated most days)

3.  Identify your biggest challenge:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
( Example: Sticking to my exercise and food plan)

4.  If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child within
by:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
(Example: I’d have more energy, be more at peace)

5.  My stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this week is:
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_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
(Example: I’m going to research acting classes)

6.  Any other feelings/thoughts:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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Chapter 9

THE VOICE
Sound, Song, and Speaking Out

Feeling Notes

Perhaps the most moving sound known is the “song” of a newborn.

In this moment, all judgments about the quality or the pitch or the accuracy

of the expression are suspended – it is simple, pure, and beautiful. For these

few seconds, while the adults are in their tearful joy and in touch with the

Great Artist and Creator, the child’s expressive freedom is encouraged. It is

a flash in time though, because from that point on, the subtle and overt

messages slowly begin to push in more critical directions: “Quiet down” or

even “Shut up!”

Checking In

Complete the following without thinking too much. Let your first responses

suffice.

Singing is …

When I think about singing, I feel …

When I think about singing in front of others, I feel …

Because …

Singers are …

My singing is …
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The messages you carry about singing are important for all areas of your

expressive life.

Gotta Sing

There is no human culture, no matter how remote or isolated, that

does not sing. It is unnatural and inhuman to be songless. The voice is the

original musical instrument, and it is likely that song preceded language by

several thousand years. The apparatus required for articulation of speech is

a relatively recent aspect of evolution. Our ancestors sang their truth from a

place of spontaneity, without regard for criticism. Otto Jespersen, in

Language, Its Nature, Development and Origin, wrote: “Men sang out their

feelings long before they were able to speak their thoughts. It came forth

from an inner craving of the individual.”

As with most art forms, we can get a glimpse of what we have lost

by looking to surviving indigenous traditions. More than just entertainment,

there is a sense of existential importance in the sung and chanted

invocations of gods, prayers, and celebration of heroes and rites of passage.

In fact, in most tribal history there is some reference to having been “sung”

into existence by the gods.

Sometime before 500 BC, we started considering song as an art.

The first notated music is the Sumerian Hymn to Creation, dated before 800

BC. The church quickly discovered the power of song and suppressed

anything they deemed unholy in favor of their chosen form – known as

plainchant. As a result, there is little evidence of any secular music

throughout the early centuries AD.

It seems that we could only take so many centuries of chanting

(e.g. Gregorian), and a surge of interest in polyphonic singing took over

around the 9th Century. From there, the development of melodic singing, as
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distinct from simple chord progressions, accompanied the explosion of

operatic singing.

If there is any doubt that the singing business had become a serious

endeavor by the 17th Century, consider that 70% of opera singers in the

Baroque era were castrati. These were adult singers whose testicles had

been surgically removed before puberty. Along with developing a high

melodic voice and an unusually large rib-cage, these committed artists also

suffered well-documented physical disfiguration and severe emotional and

personality disorders. For male readers of this text, take a deep breath and

be reassured that a commitment of this magnitude is not required for

success in this course.

Opera paralleled the other arts in its response to the changing

aesthetic seasons, and it remained the dominant form of western vocal

music through the Classic, Romantic, and Impressionistic periods.

Twentieth century classical vocal music saw a drift away from the

traditional and historic in favor of the experimental, partly as an attempt to

distance culture from the painful past of World War I. Unfortunately for

opera, few liked the dissonant tonalities, and classical vocal music was

rejected by the early 20th century public. The popular emergence of Tin Pan

Alley, American musical theater, jazz, and rock probably owe something to

the trailblazing, but commercial failures, of master vocal composers such as

Berg, Bartok, and Britton.

We have access to more ways to listen to songs than ever in our

history. If you are even a little bit Internet savvy, you can be listening to an

aboriginal chant from New Guinea in about thirty seconds. You can then

burn it onto a CD, or just download any number of tunes to one of your

various devices – for free or cheap. For the most part this is a plus, but we

may want to look at how our spectacular advances have replaced just
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singing together – or alone – spontaneously. Clear your minds (and

throats), and let us see if we can reclaim some of our metaphorical voice

and maybe even a tuneful note or two.

We are all natural noise makers – including sound and music, but if

you live in a westernized culture or anywhere with a high value on being

“civilized,” you may have been seriously affected by an oppressive fog of

restraint. Subtle (and not so subtle) messages are everywhere, such as

“Keep your voice down, mister” and “She is such a nice girl … so quiet.”

Then, we mental health types (some of whom may have a suppressed rock

drummer well hidden within) proclaim a diagnosis and an appropriate

medication to stop all that knee-bouncing and finger-tapping hyperactivity.

And, of course, the collective culture pathologizes playfulness in general.

“Yes, I heard her singing and whistling to herself. She’s either crazy or in

love.” The possibility that she is simply free and doing what we all have

forgotten how to do seems to be omitted. Whatever is unacknowledged in

us will often trigger excessive frustration when we see it in others.

As a little boy, I had a small army of expressive young women

caregivers. My sister, cousins, aunts, and my mother sang with me

regularly. These are some of the most vivid and joyful memories of my

childhood. But as I got older, I found out from my peers, the culture, and

many of the adults in my life that singing aloud was trivial and immature

unless it was perfectly controlled. Apparently, music making was only

appropriate for brief moments (e.g. singing “Happy Birthday”) or for very

controlled performances (e.g. classical recitals or church choirs). One

noteworthy exception was if somebody got completely hammered and cut

loose with a vulgar barroom song. A particular favorite in my family was a

little ditty called, “Dirty Lil.”

I became somewhat of a musical snob, and, for balance, I did my
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share of imbibed vocal debauchery (a pastoral ditty about Nantucket comes

to mind). I joined my peers in making fun of anything that approached

sentimentality or was “kumbaya” in nature. While the jokes about others’

singing abilities were all “in good fun,” there were times that the

insensitivity was hurtful.

As a teen, I repeatedly told my brother (eight years my junior) that

he had a “tin ear.” I have no idea where I picked that line up, but I suppose

it was from someone, who got shamed by someone, who felt obliged to

pass it on to me. In actuality, my brother was an extremely active, creative,

and musical kid. I was his hero, and with what I know now my words had

to have been like a wrecking ball to that place inside where music arises.

I am not grandiose enough to think that my influence was the only

factor, but I shrink when I hear him choose to hold back (in several areas of

life, but especially around singing) and to make fun of himself. He has a

wonderful voice and a good sense of pitch, but he lacks the internal

permission to let it flow. He is freeing up a bit, though, and we sing

together sometimes. Nevertheless, it’s a wound he will have to work on in

order to avoid passing it to his kids. This writing is another level of amends

to him, and a context for some cultural permission to stop the shaming.

Families are not the only repository of shame weaponry. I’ve

become a notorious word cop on this issue. At men’s retreats, as the

environment becomes warmer and safer, a man may take a big risk and

offer to sing or lead the group in a song. I typically wait a second or two for

the inevitable shame to come up in the other men. Too often, this is

expressed through groans and quick-witted comments from the walking

wounded (e.g. “Must you?” or “Spare us!”).

At one retreat, a man who was obviously working through a

lifetime of shame about his voice made it all the way through a country
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western song. He was a bit out of tune but in a precious, from-the-heart

way. After some loving applause, one of the more intellectually focused

attendees asked, “What did you do with the money?” The singer replied,

“What money?” to which the man replied, “The money your mother gave

you for singing lessons.” Of course, nervous, painful laughter ensued in the

group. I then encouraged this man to look at his own shadow around

singing.

Within minutes of processing his knee-jerk need to shame this act

of creative courage, he tearfully owned his own (previously unconscious)

story about hurtful childhood singing experiences. He admitted to a deep

desire to “be able to sing freely” and an even deeper terror to do so. Toward

the end of the weekend, these men did a stunning and beautifully imperfect

duet to the uproarious applause of a hundred men.

La Voce

Freedom is contagious. I was in a coffee house trying to write this

section while a man was singing passionately on the little stage in the

corner of the space. At first, it was a little distracting until he completely

got my attention with a song called, “Finally Free”. When I finally realized

what I was missing, I started listening. There was little attention on him

from the chatty crowd, but he looked alive as he sang his story of creative

emergence with a sparkle in his eye. I asked him to sit down during a break,

and he told me his story. He related to me how, after decades of worrying

about what others thought about him, he found his personal power through

songwriting.

A humble and quiet man off stage, he found a way to transfer his

vocal freedom to the rest of his life. He is on the path. We all don’t need to

go out and get a coffeehouse gig, but I think there are millions of us in need
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of this internal permission to sing from our depth. This man’s courage gave

me a notion to pick up my dusty guitar and the freedom to write this

paragraph. If you loosen up your singing voice, you may just loosen up

your speaking voice, your creativity, your personal power, and empower

others to be finally free in the same way.

In Creative Fire workshops, we usually begin with a psychodrama

technique called sociograms. For each of the art forms, the participants

spread out along a curved line which represents the continuum of fear

related to the expression of each expressive art form. In every single class

I’ve taught over the last fifteen years, the largest group clumps at the

“terror” end of singing. Often there is a battle to be the one at the very end

of the line as if someone might otherwise ask for a solo, or to assure that

the group appreciates the depth of the fear. In the ensuing discussion, a

correlation is often found between this fear and the difficulty with having a

voice in their relationships. The musical voice, like the voice of who we are

in the world, is a delicate, vulnerable instrument that must be nurtured and

protected. When we walk around in shame about who we are, our song -

actual and metaphorical - is affected. Here’s an example at the

cultural/historical level.

Several years ago, I was invited to Germany to lead a men’s

weekend retreat. As a true-to-form unconscious American, I boldly and

repeatedly encouraged the men to bust loose with some good old German

songs, and expressed my disappointment that there was not a spontaneous

response. About half way through the weekend, it occurred to me, with

some quiet encouragement from the elders, to back off and look at the

climate. There were several Jewish men on this weekend, all of whom had

family members murdered in concentration camps. Some of the German

men were relatives of Nazis. The ancient history of robust German songs
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was, in this circle, completely shadowed by the pain and shame of the

Holocaust. The emotional healing work that was done by those men that

weekend was among the strongest I have ever witnessed. Both sides of the

anger, pain, loss, and shame were expressed as these men, whose parents

were mortal enemies, held each other as they wept. The men closed the

weekend with two songs: a Hebrew prayer, and a quiet folk lied (19th

Century German art song). A short and simple drinking song was thrown in

as an accommodation to the weekend leader, but for me it was a reminder

of how easy it is to be insensitive when in a position of authority.

Time, patience, and attentive healing are required to move through

this kind of woundedness. The process of reclaiming the voice may entail

just making sounds … and allowing a bold song to come forth only when it

is the right time. We all have different levels of need around this issue. My

freedom level around singing is much higher than painting or photography

because I had it strongly burned in as a child that singing was acceptable.

My fear of failure in that area is relatively minimal. But, even with that, I

have struggled to recapture that sense of innocent expression.

I sat on the doorstep (literally) of Elena Nikolaidi, the renowned

New York Opera and Vienna Opera star, until she agreed to accept me as a

student. She was a much sought after vocal teacher, and I wanted her to

make me perfect as quickly as possible. For several months she gave me

simple exercises to explore the youthful sounds of the voice that she

deemed essential. I was frustrated because I had six very difficult pieces (in

languages I did not speak) to prepare for an upcoming juried recital. She

refused to work on them with me until I learned, once again, to “sing like a

child.” On one fateful day, she looked at me with moist eyes and asked,

“Do you love to sing?” I said, “Well, yes, of course. I wouldn’t be here

otherwise.” To which she said, “Because the kind of work it will take to get
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you back to that innocent childlike sound will be monumental. You will

need that voice to become a good singer. So, Robert, do you love to sing?”

And then it was clear to me that she was letting me go as a student.

It was a very painful day indeed – one that helped me see that the return to

the creative child within me was essential, and that, although singing was a

personal joy, the life and work of a world-class singer would not be for me.

Reclaiming the Voice

It may not be a pleasant notion, but this process is truly a battle and

“the enemy is resistance” as Steven Pressfield writes in The War of Art.

Although it is important to know how our resistance to freedom was born

by recalling formative moments in our history, it is also essential to get out

of the mess tent and step into the fray. Carolyn Sloan, in Finding Your

Voice, encourages us to embody the Warrior archetype as we approach this

challenge:

The Warrior is not averse to doing battle for what he or she

wants or believes. The Warrior is willing and able to take

the first step in any direction pointing toward a perceived

victory. Am I implying struggle, fighting, war? Yes. Even

if the fight is not physical, and even if the struggle is quiet,

the war is ongoing and the battle is raging. It is taking

place with the armies we have nurtured in our selves, in our

fears and excuses, our artificial limitations, our self-created

confusion and our own rigidity. We say, “I can't do that. I

can't hold a note for four bars. Never. It's impossible.”

Well, it is possible. And you will transcend your resistance. The

Warrior, however, cannot act alone or it becomes a savage act rather than a
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noble one. We may find ourselves in a useless sense of resentment, and

never get to our creative goal of developing some vocal freedom. It’s tough

to sing while braced for impact. The battle must also be informed by a

sense of wisdom.

In the English Arthurian tradition, made popular recently by the

Jungian analyst, Robert Moore (King, Warrior, Magician, Lover), any

successful engagement with unconscious forces cannot be accomplished

only through the power of the Warrior archetype. It must include a sense of

compassion. The Magician’s technologies of curiosity and transformation,

the Lover’s transcendent and artistic sensibilities, and especially the

blessing and wisdom of the King or Queen archetype are important

conditions that give permission for our song to come forward. This is an

internal process that mirrors the caring parent who becomes the mature

cheerleader for a loved child. We must also be willing to access the

curiosity to learn about singing. There is a bit of a craft to the form that the

Magician in us will enthusiastically investigate.

And, of course, the sensual and even sexual nature of singing must

be invited forth by the Lover within. Think of Elvis … truly a King who

was firing on all archetypal cylinders! So provocative was his expression at

the time, and so confrontational to the American sexual shadow, his first

appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show only showed him from the waist up.

It is our birthright to sing boldly, and it is healthy. There is ample

research showing the aerobic, meditative, and stress-reducing properties of

singing. It even improves spatial reasoning, abstract thinking, and the

ability to visualize. See the research of Clift (2001), Rauscher (1997), and

Stacy (2002) in the resource section of this book. So, if you scientists,

mathematicians, and engineers need something practical to grasp, there it

is.
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With ongoing attention to the Combo commitments and this

internal team of archetypal support, let’s bring down the draw bridge and

take a step across the moat of resistance.

Action Option!

See Appendix 2, “Into the Woods – Going Home to the World of

Voice” visualization and Appendix 3 for “Recess – Fun Vocal Exercises for

Individuals and Groups.”

The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly
update.

1. Re-write this week’s affirmation:

______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: I am a bold and passionate singer)

2. Identify a Combo commitment victory:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: 5 straight days on Body for Life!)
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3. Identify your biggest Combo challenge:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Prayer and Meditation)

4. If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child
within by:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Being more peaceful; Having a greater sense of support.)

5. My Combo stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this
week is:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: 10 minutes of meditation/day)

6. Any other feelings/thoughts

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 10

THE VIBRATION
Drumming, Music, and Finding Your True Rhythm

Feeling the Beat

To decide whether a sound is music or not is to begin the criticism.

Just as Jay Lerner (My Fair Lady) considers coughing in the theater a

criticism, not a respiratory ailment, our references here to music will be a

sort of unavoidable cough. Music-making is an opportunity to strike a

personally unique note or rhythm into the world. It is good practice for a

vibrant life to find and resonate with musical ways to communicate our

emotional truth.

Checking In

Complete the following sentences:

Drumming is …

Music is …

When I think about drumming, I feel …  Because …

When I think about playing music, I feel …  Because …

Drummers are …

Musicians are …

As a drummer/musician I see myself as …

Any interesting prejudices?
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DRUMMING

When it is time to call ourselves down toward the under gods or to

find a physical and feeling connection to earth, we break out the drums. At

least we used to … before we began to put so much emphasis on being

civilized … before we “grew up.” Now, we leave it to the children as we

tolerate their noisy and rhythmic play and to the few remaining indigenous

people with their suspicious rituals. Out on another edge of society are

those New Age ex-hippie pagans, drumming up something strange and

possibly dangerous. We are not sure, but we think those men’s movement

sensitive-type guys may well be up to something nefarious in the woods too

… like drumming.

And when it is time to ascend beyond all possibility, we bring out

the instruments. At least we used to … before we got too busy to listen to

and learn the art of vibration. Now, many of us attach headsets to our

“smart” phones and tune out; we install home surround sound theaters; we

take music appreciation courses; we hire musicians to match our furniture

(or the mood of an event); we download digital representations with 50

degrees of separation from an actual sound once made by a human; we take

the boom box to the beach to drown out the natural symphony; or, we crank

it up to drive the aerobics workout so we can be fit, stay busy, do even

more, and look good.

It is as if the output jack on our personal vibration mechanism is

broken … as if the circuit of input and response is disconnected. If you are

in a family or in a community that regularly drums together or makes music

you are in a small minority.

I live in Austin, Texas. You may have heard of the “Keep Austin

Weird” motto. It has become somewhat of a funeral toll as massive
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development continues to tear through this once laid-back town like a

freight train. One of the only regular public “weird” gatherings is a small

tribe of die-hards who come together at the edge of Zilker Park on Sunday

afternoons to drum, and to experience the vibration of community. Recent

rumblings from the encroaching condos and other developments will soon

drive them/us into a less public existence.

Most of us have the ancient birthright of musical expression

repressed. And even though the research is clear that playing music

increases learning ability in other areas, it’s usually the first program to be

cut by most school districts when money is tight.

My daughter goes to a public magnet school (though it is also

funded by many private corporate interests), but she is only “allowed” one

fine arts course. Science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) are

the priorities. It is driven by an out of control corporate profiteering cycle.

We were all told that “foreign” people were ahead of us, and that our

educational sky was falling in a few years ago, and many of us passively

thought the conservative “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) plan was the

answer. We were all “shocked” by this horrible situation and acquiesced to

an extreme emphasis on the hard sciences to the exclusion of the liberal and

fine arts.

This educational model builds hard people who acquire hard jobs

who make enough money to by hard goods. If the schools make their test

quotas, they get funding from the state (veiled corporate channels) so they

can continue to make the teachers “teach to the test” and build hard

children. There is not much time or atmosphere to ask, “what is important

to you and your soul?” in this kind of environment. Now the administrators

and the giant corporate testing interests (not the teachers or parents) have

re-tooled and rebranded the program “The Common Core” in order to
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distance it from the NCLB. And though another educational program

known as “The Maker Movement” has some creative roots, but is

essentially teaching that creativity is only of value if deemed “practical”.

Refer to Naomi Klein’s brilliant The Shock Doctrine if you want to get an

uncomfortable look at the truly dark stem of this national and global

problem.

A large part of our personal and collective power gets suppressed

by these conditions – by the stripping away of containers for safe play and

innocent creative forces. It’s a sort of subtle propaganda issued forth by the

“experts” and “authorities” that drives our natural volatile and wild

energies into the shadow. Consider rock concerts. These are live

opportunities to feel this submerged force rise as we become part of a

rhythmic mass, occasionally having a real interaction with the players. This

explains the frenzy at these events. The volcano erupts beneath the

psychological pressure created by the message that tells us “playing music

is unimportant” and explodes forth as the players become the gods. Each

generation does it in its own unique way, but there are more similarities

than differences.

Girls scream from their deepest emotional place. Sometimes the

faithful writhe and dive into the masses, or are passed over head, or create

over-the-top expressions like slam dancing as they all experience a

momentary connection to their inner desire to sound off with the power of a

“rock star.” Just as gang membership is a desperate move toward the

universal need for affiliation and initiation, these mass events are a natural

attraction to musical ritual (and “worship”) in a culture with little else to

offer.

I saw Billy Joel several times in concert, and recently found myself

in tears listening to him in an interview. His songs are all part of his story.
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He is notoriously private and doesn’t talk much about his life: “It’s in the

songs.” His star status has always been an uncomfortable reality as is his

awareness that we are all peering into his private life, not always in

detached appreciation of the art, but as an unconscious life support for our

own frail and un-sung inner lives. I still have massive projections onto his

music and poetry … no doubt in direct proportion to the music I have

wanted to write and play. Consider “star” projections you may have

(positive or negative) – these are direct guideposts toward more fully

owning your bliss.

Science continues to prove that, at our most basic cellular level, we

are little more than vibration. Thus, it is crucial that we place rhythm and

sound in a central place of importance in our lives. A return to a lifestyle of

musical and rhythmic interaction is a return to our basic nature and to the

wisdom stored in our bodies.

Beat Bias

In the very beginning, about fifteen billion years ago, there was

percussion. We call it the Big Bang. No one heard it because the conditions

for sound were a billion years away. But the tree fell in the forest whether

we were there to hear it or not, and the beat continues: in the cycles of

nature, in the middle of your chest, and in the vibration of every cell of

your body. From that angle, denial of our natural drumming instinct is the

ultimate self-rejection.

As mentioned earlier, the fine arts in general are considered

subordinate disciplines in our busy culture, but within the music

professions, percussionists are often relegated to the very lowest rung. It

makes perfect sense to me now as a long-time student of reclaiming the

feeling body. Anything that awakens the deep-feeling self is automatically
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rejected via inner messages that bid us to play it “safe” and to stay away

from anything that might “rattle” our comfort zones.

Mickey Hart, the foremost ethnomusicologist who actually plays,

was astonished at the limited amount of literature on percussion and how

that reflects a wider attitude. He writes:

Somewhere along the line, something curious happened to

percussion, as anyone who plays knows. The drum got a reputation

for attracting a more elemental personality type than, say, the flute

or the guitar. I’ve heard the expression, ‘Hey, whaddya expect, he’s

a drummer after all’ in all kinds of places. It’s generally said

jokingly, but with an edge. Even guitarists in heavy metal bands

warn their daughters, ‘Just make sure you don’t come home with a

drummer.’

Even the creative genius Jim Henson sent a mixed message with

his character Animal, the drumming Muppet. While there is nothing overtly

negative, he is portrayed as somewhat socially inept, is the most unkempt

of any of the characters, and is subtly rejected by the other Muppets.

I believe this is due to fear of power. The power of the drum

“strikes” fear into the body and whenever the senses become more vivid,

the possibility for knowing ourselves is increased. Elitism is everywhere

and is driven by an attempt to hide fear. As a younger adult, a mildly

talented trumpet player, and mostly unconscious parent, I was intellectually

certain of this musical hierarchy and passed the dogma along to another

generation.

When my stepson told me he wanted to be a drummer (like his

biological father, who was a professional percussionist) at age ten, I scoffed

and told him it was the lowliest of choices. As an unconscious man with a
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buried dream to be a rocker of some kind, I thought I was steering him in

the right direction – away from his instinctual nature and toward what I

thought would make him attractive and successful. I perpetuated the

propaganda that drummers are simplistic, much like the projection

civilization puts on indigenous people. Sadly, he chose not to study music

at all.

Now I know that drumming is in our bones. Somewhere back

there, we were all people of the earth, and we knew the deep complexities

and connections to the natural rhythm of the drum. My stepson is no longer

in my life, but I have recently learned that he is an accomplished and

prominent chef, and I am grateful that my unconscious behavior did not

snuff out his creative brilliance. I imagine that I can hear the rhythm of

carrot chopping from here.

Cultures that remain conscious of our earth nature have the drum at

the center of awareness. When the missionary John Roscoe arrived in the

Kingdom of Banyankole, Uganda in the late 19th Century, he found that a

great domed hut was at the center of the village next to the Royal House.

This was the Royal Drum Hut. A herd of sacred cows yielded milk that was

offered to the drums daily in pots that were placed by the drums. At the end

of the day, the drum spirits had drunk their fill. Only then were the

guardians - the fire tenders who maintained the ongoing perfect

temperature for the drums - and the Royal Drummers allowed to drink the

milk. An elaborate set of rules dictated the offerings and sacrifices of the

best cattle to the drums, and only the King could order these rituals.

This is in stark contrast to the attitude that modern culture

attributes to the importance of the drum and the drummer. In many myths

and stories, the Earth is described as the great drum and, by walking

through life, we are drumming on Her skin. I like this image a lot. Every
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step is a part of a sacred rhythm, a reminder of the potential for ceremony

in each moment of life.

The Martial and the Magic

The earliest drums were probably tools used rhythmically to

sharpen or form. They were the tools of survival, for hunting or for war –

protection from a variety of dangers including each other. These were then

modified to enhance the sound and have been used and refined since to

negotiate the vibrational battlegrounds of our emotional, physical, and

spiritual existence.

To be alive is to feel fear, and where there is a war to be fought

(external or internal - spiritual or physical), there is fear. And where there is

choice to actively deny, transcend, or transform the fear, the drum is nearby.

The drum of the battlefield was a necessary tool of the physical

warrior especially when warriors could actually see the enemy. The nature

of battle dictates the need to extract fear from the body - as in the samurai

tradition that encourages “putting the fear on the tip of the sword.” The

warrior surveyed the data and calculated the risk in the “theater” of war.

Just as an actor must transcend the panic of potential emotional death on

stage, the warrior, whose life is on the line, cannot be distracted by internal

reflection.

The drumming of spiritual ceremony, meditation, or in an initiation

with wise elders is different than the beat of war. The goal in battle is in the

opposite direction: to become emotionally unconscious. The drum of war

(actual and metaphorical) is a call to shut down emotion in service of

destroying a perceived or actual external enemy. It is rightly argued that

war will probably remain a part of protecting certain kinds of freedom for a
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while, but in addition to the direct loss of life in combat, there are

devastating consequences to this submergence of feeling. The excruciating

pain, the terrifying images, and the resulting suicide rates associated with

sufferers of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) are vivid examples.

Although statistics vary, it is generally agreed that many more veterans of

the Vietnam and Gulf Wars have lost their lives to suicide and addiction

than on the actual battlefield. The increasingly horrifying statistics in the

aftermath of the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts are even worse. And these

reports do not include the unquantifiable impact on the families of these

soldiers. The drum of war is an effective numbing agent, but with powerful

negative consequences.

The sound of the battle drum is the same as any other drum. It’s the

context that distinguishes whether the battle is to be transactional, as in the

external exchange of life for property or safety; transformational, as in the

internal confrontation with the shadow; or transcendental, as in the

induction of trance states that can calm the mind and open up

consciousness.

Since the mid 80’s, Houston, Texas has been a vibrant center of

recovery and men’s transformational work. Maybe this is because it is little

more than a concrete covered swamp where the most accessible encounter

with nature is through each other. For several years, along Buffalo Bayou,

two hundred men gathered one Saturday each month to surrender and heal

together. Drumming was central, as it always has been, where the earth is

invited as an ally and not as a commodity.

One Saturday, about an hour into the giant drum circle, a sound

blasted across the bayou and sliced the ceremony in half. It was

obnoxiously loud heavy metal music. Someone had intentionally set this up

to drown out our drumming. Several of us - a small emissarial group -
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ventured across the bayou and approached a large home built in the woods.

On the lawn, carefully aimed at our gathering site, was an immense

commercial sound system strategically placed. It looked like something that

could direct a ballistic missile system. We would speak later of our mutual

fear of being shot as we crossed the lawn.

It turned out that the couple that lived in the house had recently

emigrated from Africa where civil war had been a part of daily life. The

sound of the drums had sent the woman of the house into a near regressive

state of emotional re-stimulation. She had lost family members in a war in

which drums were used to churn up the frenzy of battle. For her, the sound

literally signaled death.

We stopped drumming. After several months of accepting the

opportunity to look at our immaturity and insensitivity to our neighbors,

and after actively reaching out to the neighbors around us, we tentatively

began the beat again. The rhythm was never quite as wild as before, but

was more meditative. It was around this time that the organization began to

break apart and form other groups. Amazingly, our African neighbor came

to several subsequent smaller gatherings, and he reported that his wife had

become able to hear the sound of the drum in a much different way.

Drumming can induce an altered state as powerful as psychedelic

drugs. Some argue that the percussive sounds of Richard Wagner’s music in

the hands of Hitler’s rigid, immature mind contributed to the modern

world’s most shameful example of emotional shutdown and mass genocide.

Conversely, when presented from an artful perspective, these operatic

depictions of mythic reality are among the most beautiful and emotionally

moving creations known to western culture.

So, it’s a fine edge we walk when approaching our unconscious

forces. Even though it’s appropriate at times in a traditional initiation to
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wake up the psyche in a “striking” way, the focus must be toward the

values of kindness, acceptance, openness, and inclusiveness if we are to

approach the ideals of healthy psychological development. Robert Moore, a

leading scholar on initiation, writes that the intention must be “…

generative, creative, and empowering of the self and others.”

Western medicine is waking to the basic shamanic wisdom of

drumming’s healing capacities. An extensive study published in Alternative

Therapies states that group drumming “… increased Natural Killer cell

activity, and chemical changes that together signal a strengthening of the

body’s natural immune response and a direct connection between the

external senses and the natural immune system.” In other words, drumming

fights cancer! Although the quest to heal a physical ailment is a different

kind of warfare, it requires a similar level of technological mastery. It

makes perfect sense that a basic tool of the shaman is the drum. Traditional

healers are usually men or women that have survived a life and death

ordeal and are therefore able to guide others through the initiatory

encounter with the unknown. These wounded healers often choose to live

on the edge of sanity and, as a result of acceptance of the full range of their

true nature, have integrated a balance of both the masculine and the

feminine.

Right or wrong, warfare is usually associated with the masculine.

Just as the use of drums for battle purposes seems to be a relatively new

idea, so is the notion that drumming is a mostly masculine endeavor. The

first written recording of drumming identifies the original drummer as a

woman. She was the granddaughter of a Sumerian king and lived in Ur in

2280 B.C. Many of the early images of drummers were also women. The

drum brings us closer to our earth nature, so it follows that the feminine in

us would take some leadership in this area. The battle drum took over
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around the time that worship of the earth, the body, and sensuality fell out

of favor.

Most of the references in the Old Testament are toward more

angelic sounds like the harp and lyre. Then, as the scholar John Blades

points out, regarding the adoption of Christianity by the Roman Empire,

percussive music was banned as “mischievous and licentious.” The drum

and cymbals were particularly singled out as evidence of “the devil’s

pomposity.” So, the magic goddess dance toward inner feeling became a

martial quick step to an outward “higher” ideal.

The excitement of precision drumming is undeniable. Attend a

Drum Corps International (DCI) level Drum and Bugle Corps competition

and, if you are not moved by the sheer focus of these (21 and under)

masters of the form, you might need to check your pulse. If perfection

exists, these kids who dedicate nearly their entire youth to this discipline

are touching it. Drumming as a healing form, however, is another animal.

An expressive group drumming experience is less concerned with

precision. The principles are described by music therapist Christine Stevens

as accessibility, musicality, expressiveness, physicality, power,

communication, bonding, and cognitive stimulation. Most of these ideals

can be applied to all the expressive arts therapies, which are the closest

institutionalized venues we have to traditional healing in our

must-be-licensed-by-the-state culture. Shamans and true energy healers are

licensed by a different state – the trance state.

Trance

The expressive arts can all produce altered states of consciousness.

Traditional healers throughout time have used these tools as a way to

transcend or influence the current reality regarding sickness, hunting, or
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agriculture. The drum however is the universal tool of the indigenous

healer because of its natural sound and, as the many recordings of nature

for relaxation purposes make clear, the beat of nature helps to control the

induction of trance. We have all had the experience of being momentarily

stilled by the percussive sound of a storm or the surf. The beauty and power

of African and Caribbean drumming can invite a similar type of

transcendent experience but the rhythms are deceptively complex. I

consider myself a pretty good drummer, but in a circle of masters, I feel a

bit like Steve Martin in The Jerk, hopelessly trying to transcend cultural

rigidity. This mastery is not as much about precision in the classical

musical sense as an understanding or feeling of the percussive perfection of

an ocean wave.

On a trip to the Mexican surfer’s village, Puerto Escondido, I had

an intimate encounter with ten drummers. Along with a large gathering

crowd, I was seduced by a group of South American young men and

women percussionists in the middle of the street. I was late for a restaurant

reservation (although “late” is not a recognized concept in most of Mexico)

and was in a hurry. After a few moments of struggling with the time gods, I

noticed that I literally could not break myself away from the beat.

I stayed for over an hour, surrendering to the trance and trying

unsuccessfully to understand the various rhythms that did not fit into any

western music box that I knew. How could they possibly stay together

when it seemed that most of the time there was no consistent meter? These

masters seemed as comfortable with the rhythm that lived on the edge of

chaos, as with breathing. While my mind was unable to sync up, my body

knew the rhythms well, and I slipped into a trance state with flavors of

ecstasy. As I walked away in a completely satisfied daze, and a curious

craving for a cigarette, I had to physically shake myself back into
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consciousness. The next day I was bumped back into a similar mild trance

by the crashing waves at the beach. As I allowed the ancient rhythm to

work on me, I reflected on the nature and incomprehensible technique of

the Great Drummer.

The beat opens the psyche to transformation, but it is the cognitive

intention that identifies the direction of change. Piers Vitebsky identifies

the intention for transformation as an important ingredient: “It seems that

while music and dance can have powerful effects, they do not so much

induce trance as organize it in relation to a belief system. Listeners must

also make their own psychic contribution.”

On several occasions, I participated in the Drum Dance, a “dancing

vision quest” guided by the Picuris Pueblo/Southern Ute medicine man,

Joseph Rael. Drumming, chanting, and movement are central to the

maintenance of spiritual health in these communities, and the essence of

these rituals has been introduced to the outside world through this one

man’s vision. Beautiful Painted Arrow, as he is known by his people,

introduced these dances which emerged from his personal vision of world

peace. These are not the traditional dances of his people because, although

he is committed to sharing the gifts of traditional healing, he is respectful of

the specific tribal rituals of his people. He is retired and resting on the

reservation now, and others now lead these dances. Thousands of people

participate throughout the year for personal transformation as an extension

of Joseph’s vision of influencing world consciousness toward peace.

These dances involve fasting (no food or water) for three to five

days and dancing within an arbor to the constant rhythm of a great drum

and specific chants. The drum is suspended and the drummers/singers sit

around the drum and provide the steady pulse of trance induction. The beat

is not complex, but steady – sometimes annoyingly so – and at times seems
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to poke sharply at the hunger, thirst, and weariness. After a couple of days,

there is a breaking point that moves the dancer from the experience of the

drum as an incessant intrusion to being a kind of sustenance – a solid friend

that holds your hand as you surrender to the nourishment of the trance. It

even becomes possible at times to experience the sweet succulence of air.

The body comes to realize that physical death is not really imminent – or

perhaps that it always is.

It reminds me of the initial shock of nudity on a nudity optional

beach that gives way to casual acceptance. By this point in the Drum

Dance, we get past the detoxification tremors created by all of our constant

consumption both physical and mental. For many of us, this mostly

unconscious pattern of self-medication becomes a rhythm of life which is a

trance of its own, and it takes a strong alternative rhythm to invite us to

another level of being. The power of the drum, the song, and a group with a

loving consciousness invites a permission to move to another level, and to

taste another vibration that can be called a “conscious trance.”

Many of the dancers experienced powerful life changing visions

during the ceremony. For me, the psychic openings during the dances were

subtle, but they unfolded profoundly over the following months and years. I

changed direction in every area of my life. The danger of this kind of

initiation is change, not physical deprivation. I still hear the drum every day

of my life, either consciously (right now, as I write this) or under the screen

of awareness. The beat is in me as I dance toward creating peace in my life

and in the world. The Drum Dance brought me back to an old knowing that

lived in the rhythm of my unconscious.

Drumming is natural. If your heritage stretches back to a traditional

earth-based culture (which it does!), it is also your birthright. Whether for

fun at a rock, techno, or rave experience, or for the martial intensity of
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precision, or for personal or collective shamanic transformation, the drum

can at the very least bring immense pleasure. As a mediator for a

reconnection to earth, it’s a powerful doorway to a wider, deeper, and

healthier life experience.

Sounding & Music Making

We Scottish types are very proud of our unique traditional tartans,

kilts, and – most passionately – bagpipes. With a little investigation though,

we find that those precocious Greeks even beat us to that punch. Aristotle

wrote about the instruments of his time, and these included a variety of

pipes and wind instruments. If the voice was the first instrument, our

interest in imitating all the sounds of nature with organic implements soon

followed.

The Persians were a pretty musical bunch as well - evidence of

guitar, lute, and flute playing trace back to 2000 B.C. As with most art

forms, the church was responsible for suppression of everything

non-liturgical for hundreds of years, but also for the development of

increasingly sophisticated instrumentation and musical composition.

Western instrumental and vocal music followed similar paths through the

changing aesthetic climates, but instrumental music displaced the vocal

dominance in the Classical period as contrapuntal music and a desire for

clear, strong melodies took over.

Today we enjoy (and sometimes endure) the amplified, digitized

ability to imitate any sound. As impressive and convenient as it is to have

the ability to imitate practically any sound, I wonder how many degrees of

technological separation, from an actual human, exist in our recordings (I

am “streaming” a jazz station as I write).

Have you ever enjoyed the beauty of a blooming flower and, upon
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touching it, found that it was artificial? I am sure there was creativity

involved in there somewhere, but a flower it is not! Some of our modern

pop and techno music is a little like that. But, if it’s a problem, I’m part of it

because: a) I love to play with digital recording; and b) I’m listening to this

streaming Jazz station for free and no doubt there is a struggling sax player

somewhere with an existential and valid resentment about it. Fill your life

with as much musical variety and as many acoustic instruments as you can.

I recall a demonstration of the steel drum, aimed at young children.

I do not know if the kids got it, but I was mesmerized. The dread-locked

presenter built his drums from big multi-tuned chimes of which he knew

every nuance. This guy, who was unable to read a note of music, was a

virtuoso. His main message was, “Show your kids as many instruments as

you possibly can and let them choose what they love, what speaks to their

soul.”

In the early days of the men’s movement, we had an acoustically

challenged tin barn for our meetings. At one of these gatherings a man

showed up who was among the most socially awkward people I had ever

met. He was the archetypal nerd who had been ridiculed his entire life. He

was so introverted he could barely speak, and wore his shame like an iron

overcoat.

Next to our barn was a grove of bamboo, from which this man

began making flutes. He was never seen again without a flute in his hand.

This discovery was the beginning of this man’s life – his words, not mine.

He taught a few of us to play, and we made the barn sound like a music hall

on more than one occasion. More importantly, he found his voice as a

musician and as a ceremonial leader. That was what he was built for and he

only needed some tribal permission to be himself. He is asked regularly to

bring his sweet healing medicine to gatherings of all kinds.
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If we wait for our kids’ schools to bless individual creativity, we’ll

be waiting for Godot. Music programs come and go at the drop of a

musically deprived administrator’s hat. We must be proactive as we guide

our children – and ourselves – to the unique and natural ways that call to us

– to bring forth our vibrational and healing connection with nature.

Music is medicine. Maybe healing can come through the mastery

of wind (the clarinet helped Benny Goodman survive extreme poverty as

the 11th child in his family), or the magic of strings (do you think the violin

helped Itzhak Pearlman endure his lifelong battle with polio?), or the many

voices of brass (Satchmo found the cornet while in an orphanage). You

don’t need profound adversity to make this enriching choice. Find an

instrument that calls you or, if it is in the back of your closet, dig it out.

It’s never too late to play. You can put some instruments in your

hands and fool around with them a bit. I told that tricky Jamaican steel

drum dude I would pass his message along, so now it’s in your hands. Have

fun and experiment!

Action Option!

See Appendix 2, “Into the Woods – Going Home to the World of

Vibration” visualization and Appendix 3, “Recess – Reclaiming the Beat.”
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The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly update.

1. Re-write this week’s affirmation:  ___________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
(Example: I am a talented and free musician)

2. Identify a commitment victory:______________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
(Example: Sent the first 3 chapters (or a poem) for publication in a local magazine)

3. Identify your biggest Combo challenge: ______________________________

__________________________________________________________________
(Example: Prayer and meditation)

4. If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child within by: _______

___________________________________________________________________
(Example: Inviting more people into my life)

5. My stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this week is: _____________

___________________________________________________________________
(Example: Go hear some live music)

6. Any other feelings/thoughts: ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 11

THE DANCE
Movement and Trusting Your Body

Try to be still for a moment. Take a few seconds to stop all

movement. Now, take the rest of your life and try to be still. The objective

of becoming still, as most spiritual traditions espouse, is the opportunity for

contact with the divine. And of course, complete stillness, even in physical

death, is not possible. We are always in movement.

If you have, as I do, a “non-dancer” self view, then it is probably

hard to surrender to the “d” word. This has been an ongoing area of

personal growth. In the musical theatre world, I learned how to describe

myself as an actor and singer who “moves well” in order to avoid the

dreaded dance audition.

I am learning that even before we were conceived, our future dance

was in rehearsals for many generations. In every moment, our bodies are

responding uniquely to our environment and executing a complex and

spontaneous choreography that will never be replicated. Although we

cannot repeat these exact sets of movements, they are carefully recorded in

our cellular memory. Our bodies hold the archives of our lives and can

bring us into tangible and emotional contact with our life stories and our

deepest and highest selves.

Most tribal traditions include dances that access emotional contact

with the entire tribe, as well as the ancestors. This is congruent with Jung’s

ideas about the collective unconscious: that we all carry the memory of
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who we are as a species at varying levels of consciousness through contact

with the archetypes.

Even if you cannot buy the Jungian view or get your mind around

the quantum mechanics spin on interconnectedness, the potential for

emotional release and altered states of consciousness in dance is

undeniable. You don’t even need to do it to feel it. The Sufi Whirling

Dervishes, while engaged in their turning prayers, report being transported

to a place purely in the center of themselves and the universe

simultaneously. Simply by witnessing these dances, I’ve been deeply

inducted into a trance state that required some head rattling in order to

return.

Most of us have experienced this feeling at one time or another –

through various styles of music and the dances associated with them. The

lights and music send vibration into the body and we begin to let something

else – something more visceral – lead us.

Whether popular, professional, spiritual, or as a form of exercise or

martial art, movement is the creative form that requires you to be the

canvas. So enjoy the dance from and toward stillness. That is the place

from which your most authentic masterpiece will emerge.

Checking In

Complete the following spontaneously:

Dance is …

Dancing is …

When I think about dancing, I feel …

When I think about dancing in front of others, I feel …

Because …

Dancers are …
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As a dancer I see myself as …

Same Old Dance

Dancers can claim the “oldest art form” trophy based on the earliest

cave paintings. The only close competition is hunting and war, but

Confucius did a pretty good job of clearing that up when he proclaimed,

“Never give a man a sword who can’t dance!”

Across time and culture, dance has been valued for its power to

heal body, mind and soul, strengthen community, and to connect us to

nature. It is also used as a form of worship, celebration, storytelling, and as

an important component in rites of passage.

The true origins are lost in prehistoric times, but from the study of

most primitive peoples, it is known that men and women have always

danced. Originally, dancers created their own rhythmic sounds which led to

the birth of accompaniment. Maybe the dancers get credit for the

emergence of music as well.

Medicine people were the first choreographers. As mediation

between the gods and community, dances were designed to celebrate birth,

commemorate death, and ritualize prayers for survival. These intentions

were often combined into a central activity that also chronicled the

mythologies and history of the tribe. A few indigenous peoples have

retained these traditions.

I was once invited to the annual Bear Dance of the Southern Ute

Tribe in Colorado, along with several other non-natives. It was quite an

honor, as this is one of the tribe’s most important and longest surviving

rituals.

The Dance is held in a circular arbor and lasts for several days in

the spring. The drummers maintain a constant rhythm by scraping two
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serrated sticks together over a large drum. This sound echoes throughout

the arbor and the valley and simulates the great bear scraping on a tree. The

bear is the tribe’s most potent symbol of power and the Dance keeps the

connection conscious. The singers boldly reproduce a seemingly endless

number of chants that are said to have been taught to one of the tribe’s

hunters thousands of years ago by a great “She Bear.” The Dance is enacted

in the middle of the arbor, men on one side, women on the other. Men may

not participate unless invited by a woman. This is a symbolic enactment to

teach and preserve the tribal matrilineal order. There is a specific back and

forth movement, 2 steps back, 3 steps forward which takes a bit of

concentration to maintain. The movement creates a moment of tension

between the male and female dancers and subtly ritualizes the spirit of

fertility.

We were invited to participate in nearly every dance, and I was

barely able to walk for the days following. Our popularity was a great ego

boost until we were informed in the end that only non-relatives could be

chosen to dance. The local men, it seems, have learned to hide – out of

self-preservation. Thus, we were the identified candidates.

The first great culture to infuse its entire society with dance was

Egypt. The utilitarian hunting and agricultural dances became an art form

and paralleled the emergence of Isis and Osiris, their most important gods.

These dances guaranteed the continued development of civilization on earth

and everlasting life.

The Greek Dionysian rituals were similar in many ways to the

Osiris mythologies in Egypt, and this suggests a common root of

development, or at least a common driving factor. These ceremonies were

led by a chief dancer and slowly developed into a complex theater form that

included ritualized dance choreography that resembled gymnastic exercises.
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In general, the Romans were not crazy about dance. They used it as more of

a novelty, and a sort of pantomime drama form emerged.

The Christians used dance in the early Latin Mass but moved it out

of the church and onto the street in the form of morality plays designed to

teach the doctrine. Later, during the Black Plague of the 14th Century, an

elaborate ritual procession called the Dance of Death was performed

throughout Europe to express the anguish of a diseased civilization.

Out of the many styles in the late Middle Ages – including

religious, folk, and performance – emerged what we now call ballet. An

Italian known as “William the Jew” developed the first written examples of

choreography and the French (e.g. Beaujoveulx, Lully, Rameau) developed

the earliest examples of ballet. The rest of Europe got into the game in the

18th and 19th Centuries.

Isadora Duncan, an American, is considered the founder of modern

dance. She found that the conventional ballet steps did not allow enough

room for self-expression, and she completely threw them out. She wrote,

“The dancer of the future will be one whose body and soul have grown so

harmoniously together that the natural language of that soul will have

become the movement of the body.” Later, Martha Graham took it a

revolutionary step further by intentionally and directly contradicting all the

structures of classical ballet. She too was interested in the energy at the

center of the body, not the extremities.

Another American form, Musical Theatre, brought dance and

theatre together in a dynamically integrated way. Agnes de Mille

(Oklahoma) is credited with the development of this form by combining

ballet, folk, and modern dance to advance the story, not merely to add

diversion.

The rich history of movement winds us back to our need to
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celebrate life through our most accessible instrument – the body. Though

the world’s oldest profession remains debatable, the world’s oldest

language is not – it is body language.

Authentic Movement

An acquaintance invited me to an introductory movement class at

an expressive arts center several years ago. I was already exploring lots of

alternative healing methods, and I had some experience with ecstatic dance;

I walked in expecting to lean into my comfort zone of chaos and wildness.

This, however, was an authentic movement class - an entirely different

beast. I was encouraged to follow the subtle movements in my body, the

ones that approach stillness. I was, and still am, a newcomer to stillness. It

took several classes for the intellectual dust to settle enough for me to begin

to follow the trail of my inner healing wisdom. The process changed the

way I walked, felt, and interacted with the world. The principle of trusting

the quietest inner movement as the most informed source of inner truth

remains a jewel in my consciousness toolkit.

Alexander and Feldenkrais

When the actor, Frederick Alexander lost his voice on stage in the

1890’s, he began an investigation that resulted in the development of what

is now known as the Alexander Technique. In this method, the student

looks at habitual patterns of physical tension in common movements (e.g.

walking, bending, speaking) and learns to respond differently. Many

musicians and other artists have saved their careers with this practice. It is

usually taught one-to-one while the student lies horizontally.

Moshe Feldenkrais had a PhD in physics and a black belt in Judo

when he sustained a devastating knee injury. He, out of a need for personal
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healing, created a unique educational movement system known as the

Feldenkrais Method. He wrote, “Find your true weakness and surrender to

it. Therein lies the path to genius. Most people spend their lives using their

strength to overcome or cover up their weaknesses. Those few who use

their strength to incorporate their weaknesses, who don’t divide themselves,

those people are very rare. In any generation there are a few, and they lead

their generation.”

Many of the exercises in these two authentic movement methods, a

few of which are described at the end of the chapter, are very simple and

avoid any mystical or complicated theories. Thousands have experienced

miraculous healing of physical injuries that other more intrusive remedies

have been unable to correct. I have experienced almost immediate relief

from chronic back pain simply by slowing down enough to listen and

follow and release my body’s natural healing movement. The improvement

in my posture was a remarkable benefit that a series of forceful drill

instructors, chiropractors, and a frustrated mother of a “slouching” teenager,

were unable to influence.

Moving the Pain

The spiritual aspects of authentic movement are important as well.

The hamster-in-a-cage and monkey-mind that our busy lives can create for

us are the results of unacknowledged distress in our bodies. It is

understandable that we would try to hide these perceived weaknesses in

order to survive, and most of us are not willing to look within unless an

injury or great loss forces us to do so. We continue to do what we have

always done until our emotional and/or spiritual posture collapses, or until

the fear of stasis becomes greater than the fear of change.

It’s like the parable of the turtle that was stuck in a wagon wheel
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rut. He yells to a passing rabbit to help him out of his predicament. The

rabbit attempts to pull the turtle out of the dried mud, but is unable. He

agrees to run twenty miles and get some of his rabbit colleagues to return to

help the turtle. When they arrive the next day, exhausted, they see the turtle

lounging under a tree reading Travel & Leisure magazine. The rabbit says,

“I thought you were stuck. We ran all night to pull you out. What

happened?” The turtle replies, “I heard a wagon coming.”

For most of us human beings, change comes only when the wagons

approach or when the water gets close to a boil. Dance as a healing art

invites us toward a deeper understanding of our core, which might feel

broken or flawed. Feldenkrais believed that we could restore ourselves

simply by developing more self-awareness. “Through awareness we can

learn to move with astonishing lightness and freedom – at almost any age –

and thereby improve our living circumstances, not only physically ... but

emotionally, intellectually and spiritually.” A regular practice of authentic

movement is one effective way to slow down the mind, and this can allow

us to listen to a deeper friend beneath the surface, one who can lead us

toward a sustainable and invigorating wholeness.
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Ecstatic Dance

Western culture has mostly cut itself off from the healing and

esoteric roots of dance in favor of entertainment, a way to socialize, or to

attract a mate. Fortunately, there is a growing number of seekers interested

in movement as a symbolic language of the psyche. Ecstatic movement or

trance dancing can give us access to deep wisdom, and it transcends the

perfecting of a plié or a do-si-do.

I made a point to avoid all of my graduation ceremonies over the

years. I don’t even remember my high school graduation, though I’m quite

sure I was physically in attendance. For years I was uncomfortable with

that kind of attention and was quite careful not to let these events leak out

to my friends and family. This was a pattern of success avoidance. That

changed when some friends found out about my graduate school ceremony

and cranked up a party at a local coffee house to follow. After moving

through some resistance, I had a good time.

At the end of the evening, a few of us decided to take a walk.

Among us were a couple of folks with some dance background, but we

were mostly strangers to the world of free-form movement. Somehow, a

silence came over the group, and we began an experience that we all, later,

agreed was dreamlike. The walk down the city street became an interactive

dance as we embodied roles and, together, created a meaningful ecstatic

theatre experience. The enactments lasted over two hours, covered several

city blocks, and ended organically and meditatively in the courtyard of a

museum that is also a meditation center. We parted in silence.

I remember calling each of them the next day for a reality check.

One of our ‘troupe’ had found a flyer advertising the Sufi Whirling

Dervishes; they had been in performance on the same courtyard only hours

before our experience together. The spirit of ecstasy was obviously still in
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the air.

The encounter was so strong that we began to meet monthly at

different urban landmarks and to create improvisational ecstatic dance with

one another, the environment, and passersby. We became the “Dream

Dancers,” and we developed an eclectic following that met for several

years. Though we never quite replicated the experience of that first night,

each gathering revealed its own magic.

When we follow our spontaneous inner choreographer, we are

creating a dance that can restore life force to our bodies and freedom in all

areas of our lives. But like all the roads on this adventure of growth, the

yellow bricks lead through a dark forest. Ecstasy is not limited to wild

unbounded joy. It can be a deep expression of heart rending pain as well.

It’s from the Greek ekstasis, meaning “trance” or “to drive out of one’s

senses.” Einstein referred to it as the “ultimate religious feeling state,” and

the Women’s Encyclopedia of Myths defines it as “standing forth naked.”

Ecstatic dance is based on the tenets of shamanism. By dancing

freely with others, usually to the beat of a drum or trance inducing music,

we can connect to non-ordinary realms. Here we can access healing powers

that can enhance our entire existence.

A Spiritual Turn

The turning meditations done by the Mevlevi (whirling dervishes)

is said to have originated with the Sufi poet Rumi. The story goes that he

was walking in the goldsmithing section of Konva, Turkey when he heard

beautiful music in the hammering. He began turning in harmony with it –

surrendering to ecstasy, yet maintaining a centered discipline.

In the turning, there is an experience of deep centering and sensing

the true center of the universe. The Dervish (which means “doorway”)
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becomes an empty vessel where human and the divine meet. To approach

the experience of the whole, the dancer must lose himself and become mad.

These ecstatic holy people redefine this sort of madness as true health.

A Newer Spin

There are many contemporary models of ecstatic dance. Gabrielle

Roth, a long-time pioneer of the practice, developed a 5-rhythm process she

calls The Wave. Many groups have formed using these techniques. I

participated in one such group for several years called “Sweat Your

Prayers.” During those Sunday morning gatherings, I found a moving

prayer of transcendence and community connection that I certainly never

encountered in the Catholic Church of my youth.

Frank Natale created his version which he called “Trance Dance.”

It involves blindfolding and breathing techniques to evoke a shamanic

journey of movement. Another form, called “PanEuRhythmy” is done

outdoors - in combination with inspirational readings. Other techniques

encourage setting an intention and releasing toward it through the trance

induction of music and movement.

Our bodies long for release from our physical and psychological

restrictions. The depth of feeling, pleasure, spiritual transcendence, and

sometimes orgasmic sensation that is attainable through ecstatic dance has

been part of the human experience for thousands of years. It makes sense

that the most fundamentalist, rigid, and moralistic of religions have banned

these, and in some cases all forms of dance. And, it follows that many of

the traditions most concerned with a personal union with the Divine have

ecstatic movement at their core.
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For the Fun of It

You need not wait until you meet the perfect dance guru, shaman,

or dervish in order to begin moving. Turn on your favorite music and go for

it. You might prefer some support, in which case look into taking a class

mediated by an instructor (e.g. salsa, rumba, tango, two-step, ballroom).

One of the “Sweat Your Prayers” communities, led by Terry

Teaters, PhD, found Roth’s 5-rhythm system too restrictive; they started an

offshoot “church” that is much more free form and wild. They use music of

all types. As the leadership rotates, each person brings his/her favorite

music to share and, within some well-articulated boundaries, participants

all go “crazy” toward sanity.

Our natural state is to dance. While researching this chapter, I

interviewed an expert. I asked my (then) 4-year-old daughter, “What is the

funnest thing about dancing?” I asked it in several different ways and got

the same look of confusion before realizing, with the help of her mother’s

translation skills, that she doesn’t make a distinction between living and

dancing. It is all a dance to her. She did not need to make contact with her

“inner child” in order to find freedom of movement. She was (and usually

still is!) already there. All I have to do is watch and re-learn.

What about taking an exercise class that includes some dancing? I

took a salsa exercise class for several months; it was perfect because I am

fond of overlapping purposes. Besides learning some basic salsa moves, I

used this experience as motivation to stay on my exercise routine. Most

importantly, it confronted the tendency toward the sedentary, and kept

energy flowing. Dance, yoga, martial arts, exercise … it’s all good. Any of

these will help give your overworked intellect a rest, and they can even be

an effective mating ritual toward holy matrimony … with yourself.
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Action Option!

See Appendix 2 for the “Into the Woods – Going Home to the

World of Movement” visualization and Appendix 3 for “Recess – Getting

Your Move On!”

The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly
update.

1. Re-write this week’s affirmation:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: I am a natural and fluid dancer)

2. Identify a Combo commitment victory:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Continued abstinence from sugar)

3. Identify your biggest Combo challenge:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Continued food plan accountability)
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4. If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child by:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: More energy and joy about body image)

5. My Combo stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this
week is:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Writing about my use of food as a drug)

6. Any other feelings/thoughts:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 12

THE FORM
Drawing, Painting, Sculpture and Creating Your Vision

I am writing while riding on a mountain train near the Columbia

River gorge in Oregon. Mount Hood is gleaming to the south. The foothills

surrounding the valley are a blanket of deep green splendor as the perfect

whitewater river runs through the middle of it all. I am vibrating with a

need to share it ... for you to be here and validate this feeling of awe, that it

is not just a mirage ... and to hear your breathless response ... and for you to

tell me I am truly alive and that this beauty and luscious feeling is real.

Have I communicated my passion sufficiently? Did you get it? Can

you see the colors perfectly? Is this not the most moving moment of your

life? You are not sure? Gosh, I thought I put it just right. Oh well ...

So, this is why we draw, paint, and sculpt. These media give us the

opportunity to relieve the sweet tension of unexpressed truth about the

nature of things – within and without – in a personal way that no other

avenues hold. Our ancient ancestors knew it, and children use these visual

arts as a spontaneous means of self expression. I have several examples of

permanent marker drawings on walls in my home to prove it. The

scribblings of color are a natural response and release of all that moves and

excites.

There usually comes a point in time when a child will say, “I can’t

think of what to draw.” A 4-year-old seldom has this problem because

feeling what to draw is the motivation, not the pre-conceived image.

Drawing, painting, and sculpting are forms of the visionary, the part of us
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that deeply desires to communicate the images that move us at a soul level

into a tangible form. But more importantly, to experience the energies that

move through us as we create.

Checking In

Finish these sentences spontaneously.

Drawing is …

Painting is …

Playing with clay is …

When I think about drawing, I feel …

Because …

When I think about painting, I feel …

Because …

When I think about playing with clay, I feel …

Because …

Artists and sculptors are …

As an artist/sculptor I see myself as …
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FORMATION

A Stone Age sculptor apparently beat the deadline for

state-controlled art with the explicit rendering of The Woman from

Willendorf, one of the oldest and best known surviving art pieces. The stone

sculpture from around 24,000 B.C. is a bold depiction of a voluptuous nude

woman and, if created in our time, would probably be scrutinized by

governmental or religious entities in the way that Robert Mapplethorpe’s

sensual art is today. The suppression of art that evokes feeling is an old

story, and the Willendorf artist probably had his/her own story on the topic.

In 1940, four teenagers and their dog stumbled into over 2,000

cave paintings near Lascaux, France. The images are 16,000 years old,

mostly of animals, and surprisingly beautiful in their line and use of color.

The ethereal quality may be explained by recent research that points to the

possibility that the depictions are of visions obtained by the artists through

trance dancing.

Artists have always channeled the spiritual aspects of culture

because the enormity of creation is difficult to describe otherwise. The

Egyptians were a religious and prolifically artistic culture leaving a legacy

of beauty that influenced the Greek classical period and most subsequent

western artistic developments. Their contribution included the use of

diverse colored pigments (only earth tones were used previously) and

Papyrus, not to mention their “big art” that still stands in the deserts of

northern Africa in the form of pyramids, sphinxes, and obelisks.

With the exception of church-controlled expression, the art world

took about a 1000-year nap, after the decay of the Roman Empire and until

the humanistic revolution of the Renaissance. Naturalistic styles, formal

rules of composition, and Greek classical ideals were renewed, most
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notably by Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo. Subsequent movements

such as the ornate Baroque period, the luxurious Rococo period, and the

graphic emotionality of Romanticism depicted changing cultural values and

sensibilities.

The impressionists of the late 19th Century (e.g. Van Gogh, Monet,

Gauguin) threw out formal rules of composition and created shimmering

depictions that captured what the eye can see at a single glance, diverting

attention away from what the viewer knows about the image. 20th Century

forms such as Surrealism (Dali), Cubism (Picasso), and Pop Art (Andy

Warhol) are abstract forms that paralleled Freud and Jung’s explorations of

the unconscious mind. A series of important drawings by

abstract-impressionist Jackson Pollock accompanied his years of Jungian

psychoanalytic work.

Reflecting cultural values and attempting to make sense of

existence has been the mixed blessing bestowed on the artist throughout

history. We can only assume that the Willendorf artist and the Lascaux cave

painters experienced both the pleasures and horrors of the artistic life. But

we have clear evidence that more recent artists have found difficulty

maintaining their sanity while channeling the forces of creativity. The

mental illness of Van Gogh, the alcoholism of Pollock, and the clinical

depression of O’Keefe and Picasso are a few modern examples. This points

to the need for an increased degree of self-care for those of us who allow

these volatile energies to flow through us.

All artists are searching for personal meaning through their

expressions, but the unconscious repressed forces of an entire people

(especially too-busy-to-do-art cultures) can find their way into the psyche

of individual artists. They can become unstable channels for volatile

archetypal energies. The deaths of Philip Seymour Hoffman and Robin
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Williams, artists of profound complexity, who may have been unable to

successfully mitigate the wild flow of personal and collective creativity, are

sad and relevant examples.

This seems like a good enough reason for us all to do our part …

our art … and to spread out the burden a bit more evenly. And, though we

may have a burden to share, we are also gifted by a long history of blissful

creative expression. It is our rightful heritage. Embrace it!

DRAWING
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One of the big gifts of working with the visual, hands-on art forms

is physical texture. Movement and dance is all about the body, but by

working with other earth materials (remember, you are earth), we can truly

get in “touch” with the responsive nature of creativity. This section will

plunge us into the paradox of surrendering to the process as we have a

helluva good time creating – and then letting go of – the product.

If you think you can’t draw, consider letting go of that thought for

this section. If you think you have mastered drawing, consider letting go of

that thought for this section. The notion of talent is an adult idea that is only

mildly useful for our purposes and will block you from freedom if you do

not let it go.

Let it go.

Once the obsession with getting it right is discarded, we can let our

hand bring us into a certain Zen-like expression. Your dominant hand has

an unconscious meditative flow and your non-dominant hand will bring

you fully into the present moment (the only moment we have for sure). We

will work with both ideas toward “drawing” out the images that move you.

When we escape the complexities of our humanness and focus on

details, we approach a particular kind of bliss. It is hard to ruminate about

that woman who took forever in the grocery line this morning while

focusing on the line and shading of the palm tree that was on the back of

her blouse, and is beginning to take shape on your sketchpad. It is

impossible to obsess about all the unanswered e-mails while expressing the

feeling behind it through your arm, hand, and a masterful scribble. This

mindfulness process unlocks an entire internal world of stillness, clarity,

and potential.

Take your feeling and put it into your art. It is a random act of
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peace for the world. I once had a conversation with an oyster who

described his unshakable resentment toward a particular grain of sand. He,

of course, is a very successful pearl artist now. Transforming pesky

situations into art is a learned behavior, and, because drawing is so

accessible (there is a probably paper and a writing instrument within your

grasp right now), it is a cheap and practical way to emotional wellness.

Your dominant drawing hand has an interesting relationship with

feeling and the unconscious. In several encounters with graphologists

(a.k.a. handwriting analysts), I was informed of several positive traits, but

also of my “liars loop.” This is a common expression for many in cursive

handwriting and may reveal a pattern of image management. And, there

were references to other personal material that I thought I had carefully

concealed.

My dominant hand also reveals the power of my relationship with

my father. I’ve developed a “Jr.” in my signature that is larger than my

name and actually envelopes it entirely. For about a year, I tried mightily to

reduce its size or eliminate it in an attempt to work through mixed emotions

and to get distance from the father shadow. Now I make it even bigger and

more artful. I have surrendered to the big love I have for my Dad and the

pride of sharing the same name … and shadows! My drawing hand,

because of its relationship with unexpressed feeling, brought more

awareness and helped me to move through that process. Drawing with the

hand with which you have competence will help you bring surprising, if not

always conscious, depth to the page.

On the other hand (the non-dominant one) there is access to a

different range of awareness because it forces us into the present moment.

There are no learned patterns to overcome. We must focus on the simplicity

of the line, the movement, and the act of drawing. Much of who we are –
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especially parts of us that we’ve lost – can be reclaimed through acts like

this that evoke our innocence.

In my first formal adult initiation, considerable emphasis was

placed on breaking patterns. Attachment to things like sleep, food, water,

and talking were but a few of the comfort zones that were disturbed during

the process. For the months afterward, there were assignments such as

walking through doorways backwards, driving a different route to and from

work each day, and using the non-dominant hand for eating and turning

keys. It seemed like foolishness! These assignments rattled me, but they

gave me access to a much wider spectrum of creative allies.

In addition to being a medicine man and ritual elder, Chief Joseph

Rael is an accomplished and unique artist. Many of his paintings are done

with his non-dominant hand. As all traditional cultures understand,

dominance is only part of the story.
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Your Space

There is something important for the artist about placement.

Visions manifest when they come down to earth. In Urinetown, the

Musical, the line “Bobby Strong, get your head out of the clouds” is the

shaming cry of the practical, fear-based, bean-counter archetype. But there

is something useful for our creativity embedded in the message. Paul

Gilford, a healer and artist-turned-administrator (professional bean-counter)

has built a non-profit empire on the “build it and they will come” premise.

His Project CLASS and Social Skills Universe have brought healing and

education through the arts to thousands of elementary students nationwide.

He says, “Start with a place and the rest will unfold like magic.”

We have clear spaces for our computers, televisions, cars, food,

sleep, and sex. Might we also carve out a tiny spot for creativity? Yes!

So, find a place in your home with enough room for your materials

and a certain amount of privacy. If you can dedicate an entire room, great.

If not, don’t wait for that day. You will need some clear desk space and

some empty wall space as well. See if you can make this happen within the

next 24 hours.

It took me two years to begin the process of getting clarity on my

office finances. I kept telling my business coach I lacked the desk space.

When I finally became sufficiently frustrated with my financial vagueness,

it took me only 30 minutes to clear my desk and create the space I needed

in order to proceed.

If you are thinking that this wall of resistance and the corollary of

procrastination are too thick, consider tackling them through journaling or

by scribbling-doodling-drawing. Creating your work/play space is too

important to put off any longer!
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PAINTING

I have harbored a mild dread in approaching this section. Though

I’ve experienced beautiful moments of expression with paint and color,

these have been fleeting. Control has many faces, and the liquid

mind-of-its-own nature of paint and the mysterious world of color

combination has regularly challenged my inner control freak. Only the

game of golf and doing healing work with adolescents has equaled my

experience of small victories in a sea of perceived failure.

I am fully aware that my mindset on this topic has created a vicious

cycle of negative affirmation that locks me up. The only cure is to get back

on the horse, again and again, until I am sure I won’t be thrown off into the

canyon. I have developed a much deeper respect and patience for my

students who have a similar terror around improvisation and singing.

Another crutch I have used is the fact that I have clinical red-green

color-blindness. Out of this “infirmity,” I developed a useful disarming

technique with teenagers by being the color-blind art therapist who

regularly had to ask for help with color selection. It was very satisfying for

these kids to have a leg up on one of us know-it-all adults. I am still

challenged however by my sense of being “disabled” and therefore

incompetent to use color.

I have worked with actors who had a variety of developmental and

physical challenges and have been astounded, time after time, at how the

seeming disability positively transforms the experience – for actors and

audience alike. Though the mind’s expectation of how an actor should

sound or appear may initially produce audience discomfort, a relaxation

toward a new and satisfying shared experience soon takes over.

The documentary film on Roger Ebert’s life and death, Life Itself,

by Steve James, is a case in point. I’m sure there is some rule of
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filmmaking (especially in the Hollywood machinery) that discourages

repeated grotesque imagery in order to avoid audience alienation. Ebert lost

most of his lower jaw to cancer, and in the first scenes, it is truly difficult to

see. With time it becomes an integral part of the story, and shows, in a way

that could not be “told” otherwise, a life of true courage. Rather than hiding

uncomfortable realities, they are central to an artist’s commitment to

authenticity, and deepen the story. The rule-breaking filmmaker writes,

“The people on camera and we in the audience are continually reminded

that a film is being made … we are watching a film”.

These kinds of artistic choices break through our well-constructed

presentational boxes. Perhaps the fact that I see color differently than most

people can actually give me a leg up on innovation. My “fear of the smear”

gives me an extra opportunity to get a little messy in the areas of my life

that are in need of loosening. You probably have a similar area of perceived

incompetency that is ripe for transformation.

There are many angles to follow in the world of painting, but we

will focus mainly on bringing feeling and color to the page from our inner

experience, and from the external reality we perceive.

Bioenergetic Art

Drawing and painting can be exquisitely precise and delicate

experiences. The techniques are as diverse as the artists who employ them.

I had a client who drew wonderfully, but only on one inch square pieces of

paper! He had spent some time in jail where materials were almost

nonexistent. He planned out every little stroke, and turned his

circumstances into gold. Larger canvases were very challenging for him.

Elaborate planning can be an effective tool for letting go within

structure, and small detailed projects can ring that sweet little bell inside. It
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is also possible to use structure as an avoidance tool. Art as an emotional

and physical release is a much under-estimated and under-experienced way

to express ourselves. Your art space can be as much a physical exercise

studio as it is an art studio. By bringing the entire body into the act of

drawing and painting, a more comprehensive mining of your creativity can

be achieved. These forms offer the full range of pleasure - from precision to

the wild release of full body bioenergetic artistry.

Sculpture

A good friend and his wife were called into the administrator’s

office at their 4-year-old son’s daycare. They were braced for the usual

feedback that parents of boys get: “he’s throwing rocks,” or “he’s unable to

focus,” or “he’s too fidgety.” Adding to the drama, this woman was of stern

countenance and created a very serious ceremony. To their surprise, this

one-of-a-kind master educator said, “Your son needs to get dirty.” I think

the ground shook a bit with gratitude that day. An adult that encourages

anything wild and close to the earth was absent from my entire education.

As a young composer, I wrote over 100 songs for a non-profit

organization that was teaching kids essentially to shut up, sit down, and

clean up their act. They are cute little tunes, effective for short term goals

as the teachers try to hold on to their own sanity. But in retrospect, these

little indoctrinations were also a subtle emotional and creative suppression

of the children's natural creative juices. You can bet there will be a messy

release at some point.

Teachers who are secure enough in themselves to encourage

children and parents to play in the earth (physically and metaphorically) are

as rare as therapists who regularly do their own inner work. We can only

effectively model what we know. If we are secretly afraid of getting dirty,
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we will teach it with our body language. Kids are masters at reading body

language. So, get down next to the earth. Oh, and once again, YOU ARE

EARTH!

So, it is not a question of becoming connected. You are made of the

identical material that is below you now. The compositional differences

between you and a chunk of clay are miniscule. In our arrogance, we like to

think of ourselves as separate from all that dirty stuff. Though we are above

the earth most of the time, there will be a day when gravity will win the

tug-of-war, and we will return to her embrace with finality. We might as

well get used to the feel of it.

Another friend took a sculpture class in 1992. Until then he was a

successful corporate executive. After ten years of recovery and a lot of

spiritual work, he quit his position and moved to the hills and began

seriously playing with clay. It was not a choice for him, the earth compelled

him. Along with other friends and family, I had pleaded with him to stay

and do his art in the city, but he was undeterred. The dirt was calling him

back.

He has become a successful sculptor financially and otherwise.

One of his life missions is the giveaway of a series of ghost figures

representing the massacre of 300 plus men, women, and children by the

U.S. government on the Pine Ridge Lakota Indian reservation on December

29, 1890. The project, called The Spirit of Reconciliation, will be donated

to the tribe upon completion. Several years ago, he was nearly called back

to the earth in a different way. After a horrific motorcycle accident, he

spent months in a hospital bed - in traction. He was able to move his arms

and hands just enough to be able to sculpt his pain and recovery. He told

me, “It’s much more effective than the morphine.”

You can sculpt with almost anything; each material comes with its
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own world of transcendent possibility. The common materials are wood,

stone, plaster, and metal. Some of the techniques are molding, carving,

chiseling, welding, and casting, but don’t limit yourself. If different

materials call to you, dig in.

Some of these media require tools and a bit of expertise, but don’t

let that stop you if you’re thinking about playing with a particular material

(or combination of materials). A phone call or a simple Internet search will

get you started. Or just have fun figuring it out!

You can even sculpt water. For several years, I officed across the

street from a culinary ice sculpture institute. The master artist was a little

old German man who daily taught large numbers of chefs in the fine art of

ice sculpture. At least twice per week, a stunning, larger-than-life sculpture

of swans, dolphins, or angels appeared out my office window. I got to

watch them change with each hour as they returned to the earth. And I

regularly enjoyed catching a glimpse of this little old man, who, after the

crowds left, would spend long meditative moments with these frozen

masterpieces - quietly and joyfully living the artful life.

Sculpting – hands-on work with the earth – bypasses the limiting

elements of the intellect and literally gets us back to our essence. My

daughter, nephews, and I have spent many (mostly silent) connected hours

at the beach building our relationships in sand. We have created temples

and castles and rivers and dams and caves and channels that lead to the

ocean - and many other relevant metaphors for life. In our home, we have a

menagerie of little animal clay figures. Through the inspiration of these

young artists, I have returned to working with clay on my own. Over the

years, creating clay figures has provided a wonderful mindfulness

opportunity, and sustenance through difficult times.

I have never really “tried” to work through a particular issue with
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sculpture. It always feels more like the Earth knows what the work is, and

puts the clay in my hands. The adventure of seeing what lies within, and

allowing it to come forth, is the particular magic of this form.

In the “Recess” section we will use clay as the main medium. This

is another opportunity to develop more expressive freedom and to become

more childlike - not childish, as it is often misrepresented. As you know,

most kids are much more willing than we are to get dirty. They know what

we have forgotten … We are dirt, so getting dirty is a misnomer. Working

with a chunk of clay will dissolve that intellectual firewall that separates us

from our earth nature in a matter of moments. On the other side is a kind of

peaceful playtime that is much more satisfying than any mood altering

substance.

By the way, breathing is an important part of this process (while

reading this text or while doing the exercises). Oxygen is free - at least at

this writing - and the busy life most of us lead encourages shallow

breathing. So, take a big breath and enjoy forming your life through

sculpture - living life as true, living, breathing body of rich, high quality

soil.

Action Option!

See Appendix 2 for “Into the Woods – Going Home to the World of

the Form” visualization and Appendix 3 for “Recess – Forming yourself!”
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The Creative Fire Combo Weekly Update

If you are working the Combo program, this form is a useful weekly
update.

1. Re-write this week’s affirmation:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: I am a visionary sketch artist, painter, and sculptor)

2. Identify a Combo commitment victory:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: I meditated 4 days this week)

3. Identify your biggest Combo challenge:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Limiting my time on the computer … e-mails and
Facebook)

4. If I were to do this challenge, it would serve my artist child
within by:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: I’d have more energy and joy around my commitment to

be creative)
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5. My Combo stretch (movement out of a comfort zone) for this
week is:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
(Example: Honor my inner child artist by exploring the art supply

store)

6. Any other feelings/thoughts:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 13

THE REVOLUTION
Personal & Self-Created Forms and Living Artfully

If you cannot get yourself motivated to do art for yourself, do it for

the world. Let me appeal to the strain of codependency most of us possess,

and encourage you to put your creative mark on an increasingly narcoleptic

culture. If we don’t revolt against the robotic divergence from nature, if we

do not create upheaval in an artistic way, the cultural shadow will find its

way to the surface. It will create something violent to wake us up.

Drawing outside the lines makes rigid people nervous. There is a

degree of repressive control even in well meaning non-profit organizations

for the arts. There is considerable ire among artists about the oppressive

tactics employed by the – mostly non-artist – administrators of the funds.

The elementary teacher who is comfortable with his own creative

divergence encourages abstract cows and dragons. He appreciates the child

who draws angry, dark images, and he resists calling the school counselor

to get the child medicated. The expression is an important outlet. It might

be the only outlet the child has (or the entire family for that matter). To

crush it with analysis would be to send it underground, possibly for yet

another generation of emotional fermentation.

There is a wing of the art therapy profession with a strong Freudian

psychoanalytic theoretical underpinning that is focused on the diagnostic

use of art. I am wary of this approach except as a tool in extreme cases. It is
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hard at first to appreciate images … and to simply experience the feeling.

The mature adult (and therapist) knows to give space to a full range of

expression and to withhold judgment. An important approach, especially

when we are emotionally triggered, is to simply shut up and step back. One

of the many sayings in the recovery world is “pause when agitated.” This is

an advanced skill, but is essential for expressive arts therapists, school

counselors, and anyone in a position of authority who might feel compelled

to judge others’ perceived divergent expressions.

When the child within wants to dance naked, draw body parts,

make artful designs with food, sing boldly in public places, stomp loudly in

anger, scribble on a freshly painted wall, or imitate someone they see on the

street, you have a few choices. You can react and resist … or you can

breathe and join in.

Of course, some teaching must occur, but reacting out of our own

shame will not serve the well-meaning purpose – which is probably to

teach the child appropriate, civilized behavior to help them function in the

culture. Reactivity and knee-jerk interpretation sends the behavior into a

cave for future, possibly destructive, use. The short-term gain? The kid

shuts up … but the potential for long-term acting out is increased.
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IT’S ALL ART

Who decides what’s art and what isn’t. The premise of this book in

itself is presumptuous - a limited view by virtue of all the labels. The

categorization of dance vs. theatre, or sculpture vs. performance art, is a

trip down a tricky trail. If you’ve ever watched a sculptor at work – it is

performance art. So, again, in the words of the wise old elder, Joseph Rael,

“Don’t get stuck in the form.”

Creativity exists everywhere – in every moment and at our smallest

cellular structure. It is not a question of “Am I creative?” It is a question of

“Will I surrender to the reality that I am perpetually creative?” and “Will I

choose to live this way?”

Every day in the human body, 50-70 billion cells die, making room

for the equivalent number of new cells. Over the course of a year, you are

literally a new work of art, a completely different mound of clay. That’s a

lot of creativity. We, like everything in the universe, are in a constant state

of change. And we are mostly unconscious of this. Artistic development is

the increasing awareness of the natural, ever-existent state of creative flux

within us and in our world.

Whether we like it or not, everything we do, feel, and think is

creative. Let’s explore some forms that are sometimes left off the

traditional art list: craft, technology, and hobby. These are fertile outlets for

interaction with the creative fire gods.

Graphics

This is a rich world of expression dating back to the first paper

prints from woodcuts in the 15th Century. The invention of lithography in

the 18th Century broke open the graphic arts and led to the merging of

commercial art and free graphic art. Today, graphic artists are usually at a
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computer using (or creating) the technology to bring another level of magic

to their vision. This is also an intersecting world of photography,

illustration, cartooning, web design, multimedia, game design, and surface

design.

Graphic artists are always looking for new techniques, and today’s

technology offers virtually infinite opportunities for innovative creation.

Another bonus here (if interested in continuing to confront the starving

artist mythology) is that there is a built-in market for this work. A friend

who has a design firm calls it “art for cash.” Another, who is into product

design, calls it “trickin’ ‘em into appreciating beauty.”

There are many inexpensive graphic design programs available as

downloads. Photoshop is probably the most well-known. After you find a

program you like, begin with any of the multitude of templates and just

begin drawing with the mouse. If you find that world to be fun, take a

graphic design course. Don’t be surprised if you find yourself immersed in

a playland of of multimedia bliss.

Food Art

Cooking is one of the oldest artistic expressions known. This is

another form that I avoided in secret terror at the thought of trying. I’m

blessed to have a couple of friends who revel in the chance to practice their

culinary skills on me. I’ve learned much by watching the genuine artistic

and spiritual bliss that’s involved in cooking. The ceremonies of selection,

preparation, presentation, and dining are ancient. With some gentle

guidance, I have dabbled a bit, and have glimpsed of the joy of serving up

something enjoyable.

If there is a doubt that the world of cooking can be magical, see

these films: Babette's Feast, Eat Drink Man Woman, and especially the
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brilliant Mexican film Like Water for Chocolate.

Most of the large gourmet grocery stores have classes for all levels,

even mine (Water Boiling 101). There is a great site called Epicurious.com

which is an easy site to navigate for ideas and support around this rich

world of color, texture, smell, and taste.

Art Dolls

Doll collecting is only behind coins and figurines in numbers of

collectors. So, this means there are a lot of creators out there quietly

bringing their visions to life in doll form. I have had several students who

were into this form ... and I mean into it. The degree of detail and realism

possible is amazing, almost scary. If you have seen any of the Chucky

movies, you know what I mean. A close relative of puppetry, doll making’s

potential for bringing inner archetypal figures to life is unparalleled in any

other medium.

This is a passionately practiced art form that I barely knew existed

until a few of my students stunned the class with their creations and stories.

The doll makers have large conventions, with elaborate guidelines in over

50 different categories. If your entry into this work is done with

consciousness and emotional connection, these figures will have

personalities that will surely transform you and those with whom you share

the work.

The experts recommend beginning with cloth dolls because sewing

is an important aspect of doll making. Other materials include all types of

fabric, terra cotta, clay (porcelain), paper, plastic, wood, and wax. If you

are interested in this form, there are numerous doll making books, classes,

and even virtual doll making classes searchable online.
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Box Art & Found Objects

One of the most moving experiences in my years of teaching

creativity was during a showcase in which a student had dedicated the

twelve weeks to making boxes. She kept speaking of it in class, but none of

us were prepared for her presentation on the final night. It seemed that this

could not have been her first box-making rodeo, but she insisted that she

had never created anything like this before.

A large and simple box was placed on the floor. Then, out of the

large box, one at a time, emerged a specially-crafted box for each of us (a

dozen or so) presented to us ritually. Some were found and decorated;

others she built from scratch. Each one was designed specifically for a class

member and had a story about the artist’s soul connection with each fellow

student. They were exquisite, and the experience was unforgettable. I still

keep mine on an altar at home. She has continued the work and now has her

boxes and other unique creations in several local shops.

There are a lot of these folks out there, not as well organized as the

doll makers, but diligent nonetheless. There are groups of artists that create

boxes for the souls of loved ones lost. There is also a growing band of cigar

box artists creating everything from book cover art to women’s purses.

And, of course, there are the God Box makers who create receptacles for

dreams, visions, and prayers.

There are some well-known artists who do primarily assemblage

art, many of whom use boxes in a variety of ways. The most notable of

these was Joseph Cornell and his “shadow boxes”.

There is an aspect of working with boxes that invokes soul. This

creative form lives at the intersection of two important themes: Safety (as

in a safe deposit box) and Risk (as in going outside the box). These are a

powerful medicine for creative exploration.
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All art is, in a sense, found art – discovered by the artist. What is

generally meant by “found objects” is a work created from things that are

not normally considered as building blocks for a finished piece. This is

often because they already have a mundane or utilitarian function. Marcel

Duchamp was the originator of this movement as a recognized art form in

the early 20th Century. Found art derives its significance from the artist’s

designation and the context within which it is presented.

Nothing has shaken up the art world more than urinals and unmade

beds placed in the greatest museums in the world. It is the ultimate form of

“doin’ art the way I wanna do it,” and therefore I vote for it. I’m especially

heartened by the fact that my most politically conservative friend is deeply

disturbed by this trend.

If this form attracts you and you want to take a shot at it, look for

some boxes – small or medium sized – that are interesting to you because

of shape, texture, or design (jewelry boxes, cigar boxes, gift boxes). Also,

keep your eyes peeled for small objects that have meaning or interest to

you … pieces of wire, shells, the guts of a pen, whatever. Lay them all out

in your studio and let yourself create an assemblage piece, or a box that

comes from your instinct to play with things you’ve found.

Make several. Maybe keep them as sacred items, Place them where

you can see them. Or, consider giving them away. Who knows – these

might end up conveying more meaning to your friends and family than gifts

bought at the mall. Have fun!
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Inventors & Model Makers

During the Renaissance, inventors and artists were synonymous, as

was creative expression and innovation. Today we tend to put distance

between scientific innovation and art. In 2003, in a fleeting and progressive

act of brilliance, NASA hired Laurie Anderson, the performance artist, as

the first and (by her report) the last artist-in-residence. The collaboration

was a short-lived marriage of science and art from which her ethereal piece

The End of the Moon emerged.

The inventor’s studio is one where there are no such things as

mistakes. Many great inventions were stumbled upon by artists who

understood this concept. Trial and error is the hallmark of the inventor.

Sometimes mistakes are the invention. Scotch guard was invented when a

scientist spilled a chemical on his shoe. Potato chips were created when a

chef was resentful at a complaining customer who wanted thinner potatoes.

As revenge, he sliced them paper thin and fried them till they were

unrecognizable as a potato. Resentment turned into gold!

A couple of weeks ago, I accidentally hit the “end” key on my

keyboard and was initially perturbed at the delay. But now I use this key

all the time – victory! Of course I didn’t invent this, but I understand the

“mistakes are discovery” dynamic.

Charles F. Kelley, the inventor of the electric ignition, wrote “A

study made a number of years ago said the more education a man has, the

less likely he is to be an inventor. The reason is simple: School children are

tested regularly and it’s disastrous if they fail. An inventor fails all the time

and it’s a triumph if he succeeds once.” The typical educational

environment is an inhibition to invention.

Great inventors work with the same muses as artists. Michelangelo

and da Vinci merged art and science effortlessly. Robert Fulton, who
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developed the first successful steamboat, studied with the great painter

Benjamin West; he was considered the da Vinci of America at the time.

Samuel Morse, the inventor of the telegraph, was an accomplished

historical artist. George Washington Carver was an avid painter, drawing

the plants he loved so much.

Many of us have had passing ideas for an invention. Some of us

have actually attempted to create them. One of my early inventions, an

elaborate bong made of carefully gathered chemistry paraphernalia, was

confiscated by my mother a week after its completion … it was an ugly

scene. I never tried that particular experiment again, but have gotten back

on the invention horse several times, often inspired by my students.

Many inventors are also product designers and model makers. A

shy student in a Creative Fire class, a grocery clerk by day, stunned the

group with his clay model of the car that he is sure will revolutionize

aerodynamics and fuel efficiency in the automobile industry. The light that

came over him while presenting his true passion was palpable.

The process of passionately bringing an idea into existence is the

sprit behind everything we call progress. That little movement called the

Industrial Revolution is adequate testament.

What ideas have you had for an invention? What do you think

needs to be invented? Over the next weeks, pay attention to situations that

could be improved by a particular invention. Begin to design it on paper.

Game Makers

I took a graduate class called “Creativity.” Yes, there are academic

environments that allow such nonsense. It was the most engaging course I

have ever taken. The courageous professor who presented this class is

assaulted annually by the department heads about the value of such a class.
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Each year the class is over-enrolled, which shuts them up for another year. I

did about ten times the work that was necessary to pass. Believe me, this is

not my normal modus operandi. Unless I’m inspired, I generally do what is

required and no more. When I was a child, my mother regularly chanted

“Apply yourself!” But, like most adult chants delivered as commandments,

it didn’t stick. In this particular class, though, I applied myself. I was on

fire.

One of the projects was to create a board game, and mine was

called “Masks.” Previous ignorance about the complexity of this form of

creativity changed during the process of the project – it stretched every

creative bone in my being. From the design and creation of the board and

accessories, to developing rules that actually make sense, to the sheer

volume of information that is necessary to compile, to making it not too

hard and not too easy, to the art work, I was carried through the rapids of a

painful but ultimately satisfying experience. Fifteen years later, the game

remains unfinished, and mostly unplayable. I’m still cooking on it and will

finish it one day. The tangible product, like most creative ventures, is not

the only important factor. I see the game artist differently now and with a

special respect.

If you’re like me, you’ve never paid much attention to goes into the

creation of a game. There is a larger art niche here than I thought possible.

Game design is a giant industry. The latest iteration of Grand Theft Auto

saw $800 million dollars in sales on its first day of release.

Robert Kiyosaki, author of Rich Dad/Poor Dad, created a great

board game called Cash Flow. He charges over $200 for the game ... and I

paid it. It is worth at least that and I will charge $200 for mine, if I can get

away with it!

What’s your thing? What game could you create and have fun
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doing it? Brainstorm some ideas on paper, then draw up the beginnings of a

simple design for your game.

Computer Artists

The Association for Computing Machinery published the following

in 1959: “If computer programming is to become an important part of

computer research and development, a transition of programming from an

art to a disciplined science must be effected.” It has been a recurring

conflict in the computer world ever since. Eventually it was solved by the

creation of the term “computer science,” but that does not change the fact

that these folks are a particularly brilliant and creative bunch.

Nowadays, great pressure is put on programmers regarding budgets

and deadlines. In corporate settings, they are expected to design and

implement elaborate systems, make them flow, be sure the language is

functional, and see that the images are beautiful and pleasing for the users.

Many managers have no desire to know what is involved in this complex

art, and they seldom bring the programmers in on budgetary decisions.

As life becomes ever more computer-enhanced and digitally

driven, programmers will assume more and more management clout. They

are already indispensable, and they will remain in demand because of the

magic and innovation they bring to an otherwise stunted corporate world.

Tom Peters, the management guru, writes that in this increasingly

fast-paced technological corporate age, companies must hire people who

“… fearlessly allow themselves to screw up, think weird, and throw out the

old business playbooks.” The qualitative researcher Brene’ Brown found

that the biggest block to innovation in corporations is the fear of taking

risks … fear of making mistakes … fear of being vulnerable. Sometimes

programmers are the only faction that represents the rebel artistic tradition
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in corporate environments.

The programmers I know love their work, and they certainly view

themselves as artists. Ask a programmer to show you why she loves it.

Maybe take a basic computer programming course from an instructor who

really enjoys the creativity side.

Designers

This is a broad category of artists merging and interacting with the

collective soul through visionary creative magic. Magic, by the way, is a set

of technologies. The magician in the popular sense is a master of deception

(sleight of hand, etc.). In the archetypal sense, the master magician is an

artist who is sufficiently adept at his craft to appear mystical. We all have a

magician archetype within us. Designers have enough inner soul pressure

(passion) to bring their vision forth for their own pleasure, but for our

utilitarian benefit too.

Interior designers and feng shui artists are technologists of sacred

spaces. They can feel the interaction of color and texture and flow. The

garden artists are fully aware of their connection to earth.

The landscape designers I know love plants and earth in a

particular way, though it is as casual as breathing. They enjoy the game of

placement and creating sustainable beauty in every move they make. One

landscaper I know is a simple man of little education. I am regularly struck

by his methodical, articulate wisdom on most subjects known to man. He is

completely connected to the Great Teacher – the Mother that we all came

from and will return to. The times I have transcended my resistance to

digging in the dirt and have planted a garden or have completed a small

landscaping project have been emotionally rewarding experiences.

Floral designers love bringing color and growth together to create
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visual poetry. They tackle expressions that we all struggle with: “I love

you” and “Death is painful.” I remember a time when I was in the grocery

store attempting an assemblage of flowers for a friend in the hospital.

Another shopper had been watching me and asked if she could help. In

about 30 seconds she created exactly what I wanted to say, to show ... she

could see it in her mind and she manifested it instantly ... like magic!

Fashion, clothing, and costume design seem to come easy to

everybody but me. Although I know my view of myself must change if I

want to grow in this area, my sense of clothing combinations is

underdeveloped. Costume artists have saved my behind as a theatre director

many times. In recent years, a couple of merciful friends have taken me on

shopping trips and mentored me on the subtleties and joys of stylish attire.

Fashion is big business, and it also appears to be a lifestyle with a

combination of wild fun and a good measure of stress. Whenever an art

form creates that much energy, like runway shows with all the top celebs, a

degree of internal combustion is always present. At its worst, it is probably

a compensation for low self-worth, but at its best, it is a healthy expression

of self-care … an appreciation of our human form through the ancient art of

adornment.

Web design (the art of bringing simple beauty to a complex

technical communication world), Set Design (a combination of aesthetic

wisdoms in the theatrical world), Jewelry Design (the ages old love of the

earth as a wearable treasure trove), Industrial Design, Systems Design,

Furniture Design, Software Design, Exhibit and Display Design, are just a

few of an endless list of visionary designing artistries. Most of these

overlap somewhere, and I’m sure you can add to the list. Allow yourself, as

these artists do, to own the visionary in you, to follow the images of beauty

in your mind, and to trust the passions of your heart to guide the design of
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your life.

Which of the above design fields, or others that you can think of,

are areas of interest? Buy a magazine on the topic. Hang out with a friend

for a morning who is in a design field that interests you. Consider signing

up for a course on the topic.

Wood Sculptors

One of the most satisfying moments I’ve had as a creativity

instructor was in a Creative Fire showcase attended by a successful home

remodeler. He brought in several pieces of wood furniture he had made,

and he carefully placed them around the classroom. It was obvious that he

was a gifted craftsman - the detail of the tables, chairs, and wood sculptures

was exquisite. Even the way he presented them was mesmerizing. Each

piece had a story.

The finale was a unique and beautiful coffee table made of several

kinds of wood. Parts of the table were dark, some were rough and twisted,

and others were delicate inlays of softer woods. He explained that it had

been created during the course with his family, and that it had been a

powerful family bonding experience with his wife and children. Many of us

stood, tearfully connected to him, his family, and our own stories.

These creations were clearly an expression of his deep soul – in the

words of Jonathan Fox, he had shared “a piece of his bone.” In the process

of building these pieces he had shared something important with his

children – and by sharing the process with the group, he passed some of the

soul work to us. Because his home restoration business is so thriving, he

told me he still struggles to satisfy his quota for personal self-expression.

Nevertheless, he assured me that the affirmation he received in our class,

by being vulnerable enough to share his deepest passion, still feeds him
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today. Woodwork art is a love of many who know the richness and

character of wood as a medium and the inherent connection to what

indigenous people refer to as the “tree people.”

Consider a trip to a lumber yard, or a forest for that matter … to

commune with the trees. Touch, smell, and feel the spirit of the wood as

you observe the many rich differences of color and grains. Ask a

woodworker friend to mentor you on a project. Take a woodworking or

furniture building class.

Fabric Artists, Weavers, and Quilters

Carol Watkins identifies herself as a fiber artist and says, “I just

cannot discard a piece of fabric.” She is also a master quilter. This is a

widely practiced form that sees thousands of artists coming together around

the world to share ideas and to support each other’s work. Massive projects

to combat world issues (e.g. AIDS) have been a part of the mission of these

healing artists.

Creative opportunity lives in the mysteries of fabric, thread, yarn,

and textiles, limited only by the mind of the artist. Many of these forms

offer an added meditative benefit, as you can see by watching a master

knitter. It was in this way that my grandmother modeled the only thing that

resembled meditation for me as a child.

Many of these artists treat the process as a religious endeavor. In

many cultures, the sacred factor is clear. The Persian rug tradition is over

two thousand years old; it literally weaves and blends cultural and religious

imagery through each design. The traditional Zapotec weavers of Mexico

revolve their entire life around this ancient practice. The Kuna people of

Panama, the last unassimilated indigenous tribe in Central America, hold

on to their connection to nature and their fragile traditions through the
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beautiful fabric art called Mola. The textural factor in these forms offers a

unique sensual experience.

It ain’t easy either! I took a hand weaving class on a loom in a

small Mexican town, and as a result developed a huge respect for the

attention to detail, dexterity, and dedication to the practice. I still have the

tiny four-inch piece of fabric I created, and I’m surprised by the value and

meaning I still attach to it.

Go to a fabric store and touch … feel. Notice what calls you. Take

a quilting, sewing, knitting, or needlework course. Hang out with your

grandmother or anyone who works with these forms and find out some of

the basics.

Architects

The combination of visionary commitment to detail, geometry,

mathematics, perspective, sheer drawing technique, aesthetic sensibility,

and to a revolutionary philosophical drive is unparalleled in any other

discipline. Most architects are simultaneously artists, craftsmen and – often

by necessity – astute businesspeople as well. If you have never tried to

design a building, a room, or even a deck (as I have recently), then you

have missed a great opportunity to stretch your reasoning mind toward

artistry.

Draw an aerial view of your childhood home. Put a feeling in each

room. Write a story or a memory about each room. Draw your current

home and repeat the above. Draw a sketch of your dream home.

GoogleEarth.com has a program called Sketchup which allows you to

create 3D textured models of just about any structure. Check it out. Read

Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead for the ultimate profile of a committed

architectural artist.
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Glass Artists

The transparent and light-capturing quality of glass inspires artists in a

variety of ways. Before recorded history, stained glass and art glass techniques

were developed … eventually to flower into more modern techniques and

rivalries – like that between Louis Comfort Tiffany and John LaFarge. Glass

blowing is one of those forms that truly looks like magic of the mystical type.

Glass sculpture, tile art, glass vessels, etched glass, slumped glass, and carved

glass are just a few of the creative uses of glass in art and architecture.

Go to a junk shop and see if any old bottles or other glass artifacts

catch your eye. Buy an inexpensive stained glass kit at an art supply. Classes in

stained glass, glass blowing, and art glass are available in most areas and offer

an intro to this luminous expressive form.

This above is not meant to be an exhaustive list of art categories, but

rather points at the fact that everything within and around us offers a window

into a creative opportunity. The statement “I’m not creative” is crap! It’s like

saying I don’t have water, minerals, or oxygen in my body. Another common

self-depreciation is “I don’t dream” which, except in rare pathological cases, is

completely untrue. We often don’t remember the hours of nightly audio visual

genius that channels through us in the dream time, but the show goes on

regardless.

Neither is this list meant to be “exhausting.” Just as it takes more

muscles to frown than to smile, the output of energy involved in damming up

our natural creative forces is immense. You can see it on the face of the

corporate executive who is a born poet or the secretary or therapist who daily

manages other people’s problems, but neglects his/her own. You can bet that
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there are others in the same offices, doing the identical jobs, who are choosing

to let their artistry flow through them and the tasks at hand. These folks have

“Work is worship” on their wall instead of “Welcome to hell.” Find ways to be

authentically artistic in all that you do.

Don’t Get Stuck in the Form

There are many fundamentalist dogmas and rules even in the

earth-based rituals of Native American spirituality. Grandfather Beautiful

Painted Arrow, to whom I have referred often here, is highly respectful of these

rituals, but not attached. Many non-native borrowers of these traditions (e.g. the

sweat lodge, drum ceremonies) seem to have missed the “not attached” part,

and they often display a painfully rigid edge to their use of these sacred tools.

This could be considered well-meaning – an attempt to be respectful, but I try

to stay mindful of Beautiful Painted Arrow’s lesson of letting go: “Don’t get

stuck in the form.”

For instance, despite his devotion to the tradition of using all-natural

materials, he is the most prolific user of duct tape and visqueen (plastic

sheeting) I have ever known. This evokes the question “What is a non-natural

material anyway?” One day, there might be materials imported from another

universe that will need inspecting by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

for naturalness, but otherwise … everything is some combination of earth

material, isn’t it?

The fact that Grandfather’s art is so eclectic is also indicative of how he

is unattached to any form. Chants and songs accompany his creations - painted

on an infinite variety of canvases; rocks, animal skins, plastic containers, and a

variety of found objects.

Consider the work of Laurie Anderson. She blends poetry, song, ritual,

paintings, dance, instruments, and sculpture. Out of a practical and promotional
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need to label it, it is billed as “performance art.”

So, stay open to the many forms, materials, and combinations that may

be a genuine expression for you.

THE CRITIC – PART II

Now that you have successfully calmed the voices of limitation in

your head, it is time to give the Critic a new job. He will need something

creative to do or he will find his own immature employment again. I

suggest inviting this powerful part of your psyche to be the keeper of your

freedom. Getting caught in the web of other people’s expectations as an

artist - and as a person - stops here.

Your Critic knows how to be vigilant, always on the lookout for

danger. Complacency in this area is the biggest threat to your soul, and it is

up to you (and your new ally) to create boundaries. You cannot expect

support from others who are not awake to their own creative life. They may

subtly, or not so subtly, do whatever they can to discourage your creative

growth. You need not be militant about your boundaries, simply firm.

Now is also a good time to look at your views on criticism. There

is a time and place for getting healthy feedback in all areas of life. That

time and place depends on the limits of your creative confidence. Learn to

identify useful criticism, the kind that comes from caring and experience,

as opposed to the type that comes from unresolved personal issues. Caring

feedback offered for your growth may hurt, but it will not feel like a

permanent wound. Be selective in choosing people and forums for

criticism.

Avoid poetry slams, gong show talent contests, and similar forums

until you are solid in your confidence. Your child (creativity) should be

given the respect of a structure and safety for learning. Be sure that you and
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the person from whom you are seeking wisdom and support are able to

create a sense of ritual (protected) space. Drive-by criticism is useless.

During the intermission of one of the opening weekend

performances of my musical, The Three-Cornered Hat, a friend – a

beginning writer – felt compelled to suggest some improvements to the

script to my collaborator, a writer of 30 years. I was embarrassed by my

friend’s insensitivity. During the second act, I leaned over to my colleague

and said, “Everybody’s a writer, aren’t they?” I will always remember his

response: “No, very few are.”

In your search for allies, choose grounded people who are doing

their lives and their art in a balanced way. Make sure you trust and are

attracted to their perspective. I wrote the following poem to one of my early

mentors, a man who gave me a loving (but not always an easy) view of

myself:

The Master

The metal boils
out of control

Perfect
An eye in a dark corner with flame reflecting

a quiet mountain of wisdom
an avalanche of wild experience

Untold stories of blood, hot
and

dances with dark skin and sweat
and

battles with sharp demons
and

gentleness
while bombs crack the earth
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and
sex with the Gods

and
torture on the rack of opposites

Pulled
Ripped

Sewn with silken touch
A piece of his bone goes with all he gazes upon

Don't say, "Tell me the answer"
Say, "Ask me the question that stings a bit"

And he will come
As they always have

To make sure the Gold
is boiling hot

Take on some heat, but don’t ingest the projections of others.

Don’t make anybody’s feedback your entire reality.

After many years of living on the edge of survival, the

now commercially successful artist Mark Flood says, “Artists are aware that

reality is a social construction. Creativity, by its nature, is anti-social. You

have to go back stage of reality and come up with an object that, later on,

people can decide what it means for the next thousand years.” The natural

product of engaging in regular creative activity is that you will eventually

have to let go of worrying what others think. When we really begin to heal

from that abusive inner criticism, the external critics seem to die down as

well.

Several years ago, I had a conversation with the author Robert Moore

in which I shared some of my deeply ingrained fear. “If I put my ideas out

there in a big way, half of the people won’t like me.” He responded, “Your

percentages are way off.” He elaborated by telling me that fewer than half
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will really get it and that many of the others will boldly oppose it. So, a focus

on whether our expressions will be liked or not is yet another highly effective

procrastination tool. There is another dynamic at work here called "teaching

people how to treat you." If we’re concerned that people won’t accept our

work, and if we continue to carry that expectation, they will show up and

validate it.

Endlessly studying an art form and trying to be like others is a

fruitless path. Flood continues, “A new work of art needs a new technique.

People who rely only on old art techniques in order to be an artist are

misguided. Every well known artist transcends the rules. If you need rules to

be secure, there are no rules.”

Listen to those you trust … breathe … and let it go.

It Ain’t Yours Anyway

If there is still a part of you that is stuck in the “it’s selfish to be an

artist” philosophy, then consider this: It is grandiose to think that you are

actually creating anything. That may seem like a contradiction of this entire

book, but now that you have gathered up a bit of inflation about being an

artist or Artist, now it is time to forget it. The forces that come through us

creatively are not of us. They are part of the greater flow of things, and it is

irresponsible of you to block it. Your creativity is a gift, and gifts are

designed for giving. So, in that context, it can be considered selfish to hold

back your creative inclinations. Try that notion on for size. I hope, for the

sake of us all, it fits.

So, learn whatever external techniques you need, then turn ‘em

loose. The most important tool you have is your ability to go within and

feel what moves you. If the feel of earth in your hands has distinct pleasure,

grab some clay. If a sort of rocking motion comes during the experience,
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follow it, and if a song comes, sing it. If an image emerges in your mind,

draw it, and if a color comes across your screen, paint it. If you feel like

screaming or crying, do it boldly, and when it feels like it is time to stop …

stop.

And, if you have a sense that you fertilized something and

suddenly feel like you need a cigarette – I understand. Artistic expression is

lovemaking with the gods. Trust me, the world will feel your passion like

ripples in the ocean. You won’t always be able to see it to its end, but you

can trust that it will create more movement on another shore. Your choice

to live creatively is like placing a note in a bottle that says “You have

permission to love yourself and all that moves you.”

It will reach someone … somewhere.

Many Thanks!
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